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which received Lhe 1982 Governor
her native Canada - in fact that may
General’s Award, and Pollock’s latest,
say more about Canadian theatre than
Whiskey Six Cadenza, having its
the qualily of her work.” said the Nnv
WERYCOLWIRY
HASits playwrights of
premi& at The&e Calgary this season)
York Times)). but public response gave
conxlencc. artists whose work ls rnorc
have a narrower range of concern: they
the play a good run in the 142-aea.t
Lheatre. Hudson The&e Guild ls an offnotable for its moral and political
are primarily character studies. subtle
themes than for its aesthetics. In English
and intelllgen~, like all of Pollock’s
Broadway company with bIgb pmdw
theare the leading playwright of conswork, but no longer the kind of plays
tlon standards: the set design by Ron
cience is still John Osborne whose Look
that emanate ‘fmm a “great-so&d”
Placzek was of.Bmad\vay calibre; the
Bock in Anger and The EnterIaitw have
writer who cares about the plight of
performances of Mati Maradeu as Lizothers. Blood Relations is Pollock’s
zie Borden and Sloane Shelton as
proven 10 be works of enduring value
slickest and most commercially sue
Abigail Borden were of definitive
beyond their initial shock as sociological
perfection.
swdies. In American theatre, it is Arthur
cessful play, having brought the author
Irllller who ha most frequently wrirten
earnings of around S50.000 to dale. Yer
But foreign audiences seem to be more
(somerimes well. more often ploddingly)
apart fmm suggwing a feminist interreceotive to Canadian ulavs of soclological interest than th& are to tica
xvhhthe mind of a morali%. In Canadian
pretation of the famous Llzzle Borden
theatre, there have been few plays pmmurder trial (that is, that Lizzie was a
rooted in a more subjective vision. Each
year quite a few Canadian plays are anduced dealiry with human rights ahd
24lth-century woman - and a lesbian nounced for New York productlons, but
social issues: about one such play every
trapped @side the 19th~century lifesryle
of Fall River. Mess.), the play appears to - either they expire somewhere on the way
Five years seems to be the average judg(like David French’s JiIlersI. orehe Lhev
ing by David Freeman’s Creep, (1971)
have no moral concerns or ideas. One
ho gel produced and lhen &. George f.
and John Herbert’s Fortune and Afen's could easily go away with the impression
E_ws,(1987). It is hardly surprising,
Walker’s Zastmzzi was tromped by the
thai it’s understandable for a won~an to
therefore, in a country where social
critics as “sophomoric”; Joseph Papp’s
be absolutely ruthless - to the point of
criticism is regarded a a slgu of
half-million-dollar gamble on Des
killing her father and srepmorher - in
mdicdlsm, that Sharon Pollock has
McAnuff’s
The Death.
of
Van
order to prolecl her property rights and
managed to become Canada’s prxRichthoJen As Seen &m the Earth left
secure an inheritance. Such an embitthe Public Theawe swimming in red ink. ’
eminent playwright of conscience - for
bzed view of sexual polilics would not
likely have come from Pollock in hap
the ou.uthorof IV&h, The Komaguia
The e.xc@Ions to tbIs long, bleak
pier rimes. One can’t help but notice that
Man! Incident, One Tiger to e Hill, and
history of failure are almost entirely
all three of the male characters in Blood
Blood Relations (which recenrly received
plays that depict - one could even say ’
RelaIions are inadequate and lack
its American premlkre in a handsome
indict - some aspect of Canadiansocieproduction by the Hudson TheaWe
courage, whereas in Pollock’s earlier
ty. Cneps, Forrune and Men’s Byer,
Guild in New York) is detemdued to
plays, in which a major part was always
and One Tiger to a Hill have not fared
written for Michuel Ball, Ihe male
make audiences think more about the
mu&h better with New York aitlcs. but
characters were strong and vital, indeed,
issues she raises in her plays than about
they found audiences here that conthey often embodied the conscience of
the plays themselves.
nected with the raw, emotional power of
her plays.
Pollock’s output - eight full-length
-the human extremities depicted. It
plays in IO years - has Lwo distinct
would be a mistake to attribute Blood
phases: the work done in the l97OscarRelatlonr’ appeal to American audiences
responds, in Pollock’s personal life,
lo its Massachusells selling and its mats
with her living with one of Canada’s
in criminal legend. The play has no
leadbag actors, Michael Ball, and their
disdnctive geographical or socioIoglcal
shared responribilitiea of r&ins six
feel to it; it could just as easily be taking
children (five from a previous marriage
place in rhe mythological weskm place
of Pollock’s) in conditions of extreme
called “The Land” in Pollock’s Generapoweay. The plsys thut come fmm this
tiom. If auything, it ls the fenrinirl
period (notably Walsh and The
stance of Blood Relallons that makes it
Koma~atla hfaru Incident) are paspopular wherever it plays end that
sionately humanitarian.
By 1980.
allows it to cross cuIrural borders wltb
however, dl but one of rhe children have
ease. The audience I saw at the Hudson
The&e Guild productIon was composed
left home, Ball has departed for an acalmost entlrely’of middle-aged women,
trcs: half his age, end Pollock’s income
BloodRelatiotzs is the second Pollock
many of whom could identify with the
hrs become virtually the highest of any
play to reach New York in the lart year
playwighl in Canada.
yympathetic character that Pollock has
(preceded by a Manhattan Theutre Club
created in her Llle Borden and go
K’hether there ls a connecrion or
production bf One Tiger 10 (I Hilo
away muIlIng over the play’s chief conrhcther it’s a coinddence, the plays
Critical reaction was lukewarm (“Miss
tention: “Lizzie did whal thousands of
crated since 1980 (Blood Relations,
Pollock is a prl~wvhudng playwlght in
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woman dream of doing . . . either you kill
that rbich oppresses you or else m”sent
to letting it kill you. A woman’s life
leads either to murder or to suicide real or symbolic.”
Anyone familiar with Pollock’s family
background - the alcoholism and eve”tual suicide of her mother, the rigid
masculine code of her wealthy and
socirlly prominent father (described in
Dalron Camp’s political memoir,
Gentlemef~, Plajws and Politicicms, as
alwqs looking “like Cl&k Gable about

to meet Car& Lombard at the Ritz, as
though the world were his oyster and he
could win at anyonb’s game”) will tlnd
many instances in Blood Relations
vhere she has drawn on real-life Saga,
though with quite a different end. It is as
if the playwright were revenging her
moth&s death and in the process, expodnp the pwlarchal world that makes
such a desperate choice - murder or
suicide - the on.$ one for some WOII~M.
Almost all of Pollock’s work can be seen
as a LifelongdrAmatic dialogue with her
“establishment” father. and Blood
Retutionr is her most revealing in this
regard. though it is too imbalanced to be
considered her best play.
That honour belongs to Wu/sl~(or&mlly pmduced in 1973but revised substantially last year for a new production at
the National Arts Ccntre this spring). in
which Pollock recreates the events Of
1576 when Chief Sitting Bull and the
Sioux Indians moved into southern
Alberta following the battle at Little
Bighorn. Walsh (a mle written for
Michael Ball) is a superintendent of the
North West Mounted Police who becomes friends with Sitting Bull. a man
he respects and trusts, and who he
understands has killed only because his
people have been threatened with &notion. The play is based on little-known
historical facts and is a searing indictment of the collusio” of two governments (Canadian and American) against
native Indians. Similarly, in The
Komagata Mat-u Incident, Pollock UCamines another forgotten case of racist
infamy: the illegal incarceration of 376
East Indians in Vancouver harbour in
3914.
P~lkxk’s bat work ls done on a
bmad scale, in which the energies of her
art can be directed toward important
and complcs issues. When she addresses
domestic life, however, she becomes
one-sided and bitter. In most relationships that fail, there is failure 0” both
sides: there is blood on all our hands.
seltirh stupidities in all of our llvw - a
fact that Pollock has yet to see or, at the
very least, tm admission she has yet to
make. Pollock’s plays were better when
she wanted ldve more than money. when
she believed. given the evidence of her

plays, that love could transform human
life. Judging from the American response to Blood Relalions there is a
market for what Pollock does. But Btruly great playwright, which Pollock has
the potential to be, would be more concerned with leading an audience than
following it. Pollock once said: “The
best theawe is illegilimate theatre . . . but
you can’t expect to be illegitimate,
critical of society, and also well paid.” If
Pollock is proving palatable and popular
with hordes of middle-class theatmgoers, it is probably a sign that her plays
are becoming bourgeois. Sometimes SWcess ls a subtle form of failure.
- ICI”?4HOFSEs.5

LN x.16 IWXNN~NOwere the Orpheus
Society (for muslcal comedll) and the
Ottawa Little Theatre (for “straight
drama”). They served the needs of the
Ottawa theatre-going community then
and, alas, to all intents and purposes,
they serve it MW.
Toward the end of the 1960s IOMbody decreed, as somebody always does
in this town, a stately plcawre dome: its
name, not evocative of wonder.
mystery, and delight, turned out to be
the National Arts Centre. For some
years it, Orpheus, and OLT were what
one thought of in Ottawa as theatre
when Ottawa thought of theatre at all.
This pehlfii trio was supplanented by
the suburban amateur. companies New Edinburgh, Kanata - and the odd
ethnic gmup such as the Tam Players,
which did concentrate, and do. on Irish
vehicles. Prench theatre, apart fmm its
component at the NAC, minded its ow”
business acmss the river in Hull.
A series of lers-than-inspiredste~va~ships at the NAC, the steady OLT fare
of tluffy comedies, murtmom dramas.
tear-jerkers, and Broadway dropouts
(and debate in some quarters about
whether you’d be advised to use an
Bnglll accent when trying to extract a
ticket at the box of!irx.), the worthy but
necessarily unlicked offerings from the
universities, Carleton’s Soc’n’Buskin
and the University of ‘Ottawa’s Drama
Guild - all there produced their predictable effect, a burning need for alternative theatre in the nation’s capital.
And, mimbite v&u, alternative theatre
came about. Not in one guhe, but
several, not with one or two shows a
year, but often with half a doze”.
Penguin Theatre appeared, initially
under the gifted Don Bouzek. with a

self-enjoined mandate to try almost
anvthiie. Theatre MOOfollowed, along

m&h tThesame lies and picking up
some of Penguin’s slack. The Great
Canadian Theatn Company closed in
on a narrower repertoire: Canadian
plays and only Canadian plays. manmd
and womanned by only Canadian actars, technicians, publicists. costume
snippers (a technically “stateless”
CbInese girl was not permitted to help
sew threads for Robin Mathews’s
Selkirk since she lacked the cidzmship
for it). Like the others, the GCTC
intended from the start to be a profeD_
slomd company, and has finally managed this, moving last year, like Penguin..
into a splendid new permanent space on
Gladstone Avenue after Its mendicant,
peripatetic years. Last summer a fourth
altynate company. SRO, launched itself
with a fine marathon staging of
O’Neill’s Long Day’s Journey Into
Night, and has just closed an eccmtrlc,
piquant Macbeth.
But. twang the shoestring as it did, it
made little LU no money on Macbeth
despite extending its run for a week. Its
space (which used to be Penguin’s) held
no more than 100, and one can go only
so long packing in IO0people per show.
Penguin’s ow* horneric fantasy, Livinp
in Exile, opened its fine new York Street
theatre (capacity 250 seats) to average
houses of 25, much of that paper. At the
same time. Theatre u)OOhalted its last
offerittg, a powerful and excellently
mounted piece about Angola, Sweet
Like Saga, in mid-run to announce to a
saddened but hardly surprised Ottawa
theatre community that 2000 had fmally
given up the ghost. No one would be
flabbergasted if Penguin and SRO were
shortly to go the same way. GCPC will
survive; not least because it is both a
“Canadian” company (right and proper) and a mouthpiece’for callow leftwing propaganda, beiw psychologically
located; as they say, not a million wsts
from where the Canadll Labour Congress keeps its money-bags. This enables
it to plumb whatever pork barrels are
administered by grant-granti”g Liberals

eager tc, shell out support for mendacious, one-sided propaganda such as
tbe GCTC’s recent Nicamguan fantasy,
Sandinivtat The GCTC will survive, that

way, and also by virtue of its fitful excellences. iu diversification into other usa
for its space (a series of folky-concerts
this year. for instance). its frequmt

xhool murk of the ubiquitous ldddyplay, and incessant assiduous wooings of
spo”sow, audiences, talent: anythhtg
From Mayor Marion Dewtar. to CUSO,
to rishy-v:oshy liberals like myself.
So the OCTC will survive. Penguin
may. SRO may. Tbcatre 2000 hasn’t.
V.‘hy, in a” area that comprehends up to
a million people. cannot a company surrive rhore successes far outweigh its
flops. who have offered a rich diversity
of theatrical experiences over the past
scveml ycrrs - American classics like
D.zallr of a Salesman and A SlreeImr
Xamed
Desire,
P W.O.
Mitchell
pr?mi&. a Dario Fo, Michel Tremblay.
csuntry and wstem musicals. cooperadons such as Strip with a local French
ccmpany, populv hits Like Nurse Jane
Go?: 10 Hawaii, tutd so on and so on v;hose audiences, albeit in the woefully
artenunted space. are for the most part
hc-althy?
Theatrz 2000 v:as charging $7.00 for a
non-subscription
ticket thii year. In
times felt to be parlous, this was eonsldcRd to be exorbitant. It isn’t of
course, even if Theatre 2000’s premises
vxrc less th;ln commodious, the occasional actor or actress proved subslaw
dard, and the opportunity for bttcrmlssion refreshment was nonexl.uenL Did

2000’s offerbtgs lack variety7 Hard 10
see how. Did thcatrelovers fail to turn
;; M watch those offerings? Yes they
And there’s the nub. Theatre-lovers bt
Otta.\va did turn o”t and do turn dut..
But there aren’t that many of them. The
informed guess ambng theatre people
here is that somewhere between one and
two per cent of the Ottawa and area
community go to the the&e. Of those,
sate go to a lot of theatn, though a
good slice of them are OLT or Orpheus
regulars who would trot out to sit in
front of Gidget Goes to M&hanicsville.
Or stay home and watch mush on t&vision. .Or winter in Florida to r&urn in
the spring bubbling over the cute little.
place in Coral Gables that did .Ne.il
Simon so well.
A community gets the theatre it
deserves, no doubt.
Well, .Otta\va.
Thestre 2000 isn’t with us any more, its
actors, directors, technlclans, and supporters dispersed elsewhere, to the other
companies for a while. to Toronto, to
sensible jobs. No bii deal really, FK#t&
of War is nmre real anyway, and you’re
IU)t really going to miss something that
you neiw knew was there id the first
place. Let’s go on with the show: la cornmedia */hita.

- M.B. THOMPSCIN

OF YOU. mainlanders
may have
chanced to see the recent television production of.&% It was originally crylted
for the sty
by Rising Tide Theat& a
St. John’s cmnpany, and playwright
Rick Sshttln, and later tpured Canada
with quite significant sucdess. And now
the CBC, in one of thdr few gestures to
regional airparity, have give” the armchairs of the nation a glimpse of how it
really is down on the rock.
Or have they? Those pf you far
removed from our little island culture
may not realize the various sorts of
future that accompanied Joey, both on
stage and on fhe bDx. And even that is,
to use an appropriate metaphor with St.
John’s harbour frcuen in, but the tip of
the iceberg. The essence of Lhe situation
might be summed up BS ambivalence.
But not. as the wxd might surest, an
apathetic, lazy ambivalence. Rather a
biting, lively ambivalence, With plenty of
teeth in it.
It begins with the general Newfoundland reaction to Joey Smallwood
as a person. There are still sane who
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rhink he is a saint. He brought us into
the 20th cenhry. into Canada, and into
Ihe baby bonus. What odds if he wasled
a grc~.( deal of money on a variety of
projects that never got off the ground. A
fev: problems arc inevitable for a man of
heroicvision.
Then there is the “Joey as devil incarnate” school. This crowd immediately
brings up rcsetrlemcnt, the policy
through which isolated communities
were emptied and people moved to
“growh centrcs.” A number of scholars
have poinled out that Newfoundlanders
have been resctfling themselves since the
19th century, part of tbe general shift in
uwcm society from rural to urban.
Joey’s main sin was one of haste. But
such simple logic offends nostalgic
impulses.
Such BSthose of Ray Guy. One of the
fw Newfoundlanders reasonably well
knovm on the mainland, his main
themcr as a writer have been “idyllic
out-h&our delights” and a strident
satire. often directed at Joey and his
followrs iscc Ray Guy’s Column in
,4rlanric fnsight magazine). He reviewed
the TV Joey for the local radio and
becamesoenragedastolosealloflds
Leacock Award-winning sense of
humour. He simply kept fulminating
about hov: it was pornography.

?I

New from
2 jB_w~snU~SRR?55
9 AshbumDrive, Ottawa PZE 6N4
Indy, Son of Cloud, Edna Goltz.’
A story of a young girl, a pony,
and a circle of friendship. 6Opp..
p3. sass: cl. $14.95.
Mdre Way for Mischief, Betty
Stevens. A boy’s pet skunk
brings him trouble and rewards.
30 pp., illus., pa. $5.95; cl.
$13.95.
Fayttlrand the Polar Bears, Vita
Rordsm. A Cree boy’s search
amid the ice floes and polar
bears for hii missing father.
50 pp., Illus., pa. $6.95; cl.
$14.95.
Squirrel in My Tea Cup!; Eileen
Edwards. Life with a squirrel
tvho thinks he’s one of the family.
46 pp., pa. $5.95; cl. $13.95.
The Robin Who Wouldn’t Fly,
A.P. Campbell. A welcome addition to the children’s books by
this wideIy-read author. 30 pp.
0%x 10%.illus., pa. $6.95; cl.
814.95.

1 suspect he was more than slightly intlucnced by the recent contmvcrsy about
the Playboy channel on Pay-TV, but
that doesn’t deny his vitriol. The “Joey
BEdevil” league is alive and well. But far
fmm ambivalcnt..That is left for the rest
of us. And as I said it isn’t Mhinp
namby-pamby. A woman I spoke to first
attacked the many rotten things Joey
had done to Newfoundland and then
said how sad she felt as the TV camera
panned at thb end of the show to a tcarstrewn view of the man himself ln the
audicucc. Sh loved him as much as she
hated him. 5
The studio audience was similar.
When the CBC announced that then
would be two free perfornmnccs for the
taping at our local culture barn, the
delightfully named Arts and Culture
Centre (renamed &Ray Guy “the Tart
and Vultum.“), tickets wcrc snapped up
in a minute. Whn I watched the television I recognized in the audllcc a
number of resolute young Newfoundland nationalists. waving their Joey
posters when the cue cards called them
into action.
It wasn’t just free tickets. And it’s not
just Joey. It’s part of an approaehavoidance reaction to Newfoundland
that pervades the culture. I found it
interesting that part of Joey Is devoted
to Smallwood’s very shady adviser, Dr.
Valdmanls. Alfred Valdmanis, pnwvar
German finance minister and frcelancc
Latvian
economist,
influenced
Smallwood in many of the more hare
brained industrial developments in Newfoundland just after confederation. His
name became a watchword for political
wmngdoing.
In fact, the elevation of Valdmanis,
the foreign expert, was part of a longstanding Newfoundland tcndmcy. It can
be cxplaincd as follows: there are a
number of positions for which a eandidate must be a true Newfoundlander,
at least born here, preferably wilh
generations of se+wtcr behind him.
who could more properly man the helm
of this unique ship but a native skipper
full of those skllIs known only to the
indigenous? The next level below,
however. is often consoicuous in the
absence. of Nnvfoundiaudcrs. Well.
after a Newfoundlander has reached the
top he can do better than to hire a dumb
Ncwf.
Happily, both parts of this are passing, but they haven’t gone yet. So when
the culture is depicted, on stage, In
books, or wvhatevcr,no one is too sure
which side to take. There Is the strident
nationalist, usually labellcd by mainland
journalists as “feisty.” And there is tti
quaint, bchtddlcd, rural type hallowed
by the Ncwtic-joke.
In general, Rlslng Tide, who created

Joey, have leaned in the direction of the
fornw. One of their artistic directors.
Donna Butt, bar ‘made a number of
ardent pro-Ncwfoundlsnd statements.
But Joey places rather more emphasis on
the lawx. It seems to me rather unplcasant to search fdr jokes founded on
a&umptions of rural ignorance. 7 have
heard a number of rib-ticklers based on
observations about the inadequacy of
dental work in Newfoundlana, but the
one ln Joey, about the dull-witted
baymcn who lake the opportunity of
confederation to have all thclr teeth
removed and rcplaccd with “store
bought,” seems smong the worst.
A possible explanation is that this Is
some kind of rcvctsc humour. In other
words, it is not a joke based on Ne.wfE
stenwypcs but a joke about what people ,
think of as Newt% stereotypes. If so it’s
too subtle for me, and I think too subtle
for most mainlandem, whose knowledge.
of Canada’s famed 10th province often
do&t
go beyond some of John
Cmsbie’s choicer bon mats.
I have had a slight bit of personal cxpctlcncc with this. I once did a picce for
CBC’s Sunday Morning about the Ray
Guy Revue, a local theatrical anthology
piccc. The piece was never s&d,
how.ver: I was infonncd that my work
wss all right but the excerpt from the
show just wasn’t funny. Apparently the ‘.
piece’ had been passed around CBC
Toronto to general agrcemmt - no
laughs. So I did the same at CBC St.
John’s to assorted smiles and even guffaws. It cvcn got a few praising
telwhonc comments wheu it was ahcd
lociuY.

So who knows the national temper?

Would CBC Regina think like Torontd
or St. John’s? I have no idea but I am
lcftwiththcimpm.sslonthatevcnifaIlof
Canada enjoyed Joey; different
Canadas were enjoying different Jews.
That’s the problem whewNewfoundland is exported. but how about when
the rest of the world is lmportcd? Travel
expenses are such that we are not likely
to get tours of the latat hits, so we are
wmpellcd to do them ourselves. Regardless of my comments about Donna
Butt’s Ncwfoundlaud nationalism, she
has been one of a number of theatrc pew
pie in St. John’s who have been brlnglng
us the best in new scripts from away.
Among Canadians wc have had Joanna
Glass and Sharon Pollock. From further
aftid ha* come Darlo Fo and Sam
Shcpard.
But they just don’t sell. Audicnccs arc
sill except for Newfoundland topics.
Recently onthe national CBGFM show,
Sfereo Morning, the other artistic dire
tar of Rising Tide, David Ross, and the
painter Mary Pratt both complained
about Newfoundland’s tendency to not
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v.at to look at art from outside. But
Ken Pittman,
head of the New-’
foundland and Labrador Arts Council,
aaId, “We must maintain our indigenous
roots.”
When we 1001: at Newfoundland culture wc find ourselves split, not just
from one another but within ourselves.
Are Newfoundlanders feisty? Are they
silly? Is either a stereotype we wish to

export? Is there any stereotype wc wish
to export? Will the mainland accept anything else? One actor said to me a
number of years ago, “I’m sick of Ncwfoundland baroque,” and that is certainly what Joey is. But to pursue the
obvious pun, any theatrc bompany and almost anyone in the arts - whore
jccts the baroque is going to wind up
-TERRY ooL.rxa
that way.

ENOLISH. OUR ENOLISH

There’s only one safe way to use
‘only’: if it 1001~s(or sounds) good, do it,
only make sure you do it right

By BOB BLACKBURN

BECAUSEOF A particularly idiotic dccision by the CRTC last month, my local
cable-TV company posted this on-screen
mcrsage: “Pay-TV is available in stereo
for C-Channel music orograms onb at
this rime.”
Here is the oerkv on& at its worst.
Anyone who jlad been- following the
news about pay-TV would have understood the intended’ meaning of the
message immediately.
Anyone
else
xould not have cared. And anj’one who
hod pointed out that the on& in that
sentcnee belonged between “for” tid
“C-Channel” would have been termed i
pzdatic bore by most (and already has
bLyunby some).
But this must be pursued. The only
could have been dmpped into several
comfortable spots in that sentence (and
o ~vuple of uncomfortable ones) without
musIng great confusion to the intended
recipients of the message. Put in some
other places, it might have befuddled
many. The writer who thought he had
placed it where it belongcd.would,
I
doubt not, have thougbt it equally effciacnt to place it between “stereo” and
“for.” It would have been no more confusing there.
It is a bad sentence. But, as it stands,
there is only one proper location in it for
*nly.

The wrong placement of this word is
one of the most common errors in
English syntax. I commit it frequently,
and I’d bet that you do, too. It’s so corncommission. by the
what-I-meant” types
bent on us to tigure
much difti~xdty) just

“v:elI-you-knowand feel it incumout (often without
what was meant,

and not to complain about it.
Even Fowler is uncommonly
permissive about its placement. In a rather
rcmarkabl~ diatribe he rants about
pedants whose “design is to force us all,
whcncvcr we use the adverb on/y, to
spend time in considering which is the
prc&c part of the sentence strictly
qualified by it, and then put it the= this irrespective of whether there is any
danger of the meaning’s being false or
ambiguous . . . .” He dots go on It
would rem he had become emaged by
gent t’han the bnc he btes at the beginning of the ani&
It’s worth looking
up,’ because you’ll seldom fii him so
solcnetic.
_ Eventually he calms down enough to
offer thll advice.: “There is an orthodox
position for the adverb, easily deterposition that may spoil or obscure the
meaning is bad, but a change of position
that has no such effect except technically
is not only justified by’ historical and
colloquial usage but often demanded by
rhetorical needs.”
After aU the rant& he is saying what
is cmlnently reasonable: put on&where
it rcems to you to look or sound good clear.
sbouti- not destroy
style, but style should not destroy
clarity.
Still, we all should stick a red flag on
on.&, and never use it without think&g,
not about orthodoxy, but about the
possibility of being misunderstood. I’ve
never wondered what the songwrItcr
meant by “I only have eyes for you,”
and I wouldn’t for the world have had

-._--.------_
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him write, “I have’ eyes ,for on6 YOU,”
or even “for you only.”
Theodore Bernstein. an authority who
has been known to nod but whose advice
is generally plain and senpible, is of some
help in this matter. He allows that the
“normaUy” proper position for on& is
adjacent to (and usually prcccdingl
\Irhateverftqu?iR~,butt~goes?nto
hst a bewddenng number f exceptmns.
He does recommend “developing an
only awareness,” and cites a useful cxcrelse: “Bight different meanings result
from placing only in tlie eight possible
positions in thll sentence: ‘I hit him in
the eye ycpterday.“’ Try it, then tell me
that it’s pedantic to demand that writers
take rime to think about possible tibiguity every time they use that tiord.
Bcmstein should have stopped there.
Obviously, on& a writw has developed
hi “O~/JJ awaremss,” he will avoid
using it ambiguously.
It’s equally
obvious that too many writers either
have not developed that awarcn~s or
are not qualified for their jobs (although
this is so pervasive a trap that anyone
must be excused for an occasional lapse
- and how’s that for a cop-out?).
Since acquiring a computer recently
I’ve been exchanging notes electronically
with a tide netwoik of U.S. writers, and
I transmitted a couple of examples of
only misuse for their consideration. The
most interesting rcvIsIons that came
back were from writers who had defily
rewritten the sentences and eliminated
the on&s with no loss of clarity and
tigour. Anyone finding that proper
placement of the word is awkward and
that impropa placement causes ambiguity would be well advised to consider
not usIcingit at all.
Bernstein doan’t heip matters at all
when he goes on to say that only may be
used as a conjunctIon in place of but.
“although the use is more appropriate to
speech than to writing.” but that it
should not be used in place of excepl. I
venture to suggest that its use in place of
but ij more appropriate to gutter speech
than to polite converse..

*
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MYNBWSPAPERBACKOROUND
makes me
tolerant of sins committed by repotters
working under pressure. but I muldn’t
tolerate the following rentcnti fmm a
front-page story in the Globe and Maik
“Mr. Broadbent had to ask his question
instead of Mr. Lalonde.” The trouble is
not only that it’s a terrible sentence and
one that forces the reader to grope for its
intended meaning, but also that it
spoiled the point of a quite amusing
digression. An alert editor, by moving
the imtead to the end of the sentence,
could have saved the joke. (I would
relate the whole thing, only there ain’t
enough space here.) 0
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W.P. Kinsella’s lyrical celebration of
‘the gentle, flawless, loving game’ of baseball
is the best first novel of 1982

THE S\‘ENTH ANN&U Books in Canada Awt’d for First
Novilr - and a cheque for $1,000 - goes to W.P. Kittsella for
Sho&~Joe. published in the U.S. by Houghton Mlfflln and
distributed in Canada by Thonms Allen & Son. A lyrical novel
of basebell. vision, and love, Kimella’s book (already a prize
winner - of the Houghton Mifflin Literary Fellowship last
year) vvas s clear though not unanimous favourite of the
judges.
Twnty-three novels were eligible this year, one more than
last. The panel of judges flomnto freelance journal% Anne
Collins: \Vest-Coast novelist
and &l-story
writer Jack
Hodgins; Toronto poet end
novelist Gwendolyn h,lacEwe”;
and John Richardson of A Different Drummer Books in
Burlington, Ont.) worked from
a short list prepared by
Dou&s Hill. who writes a
colum”.about first novels for
Book in Canada. Besides
SlmeP,r Joe, the,list included:
Comingfor to cared, by Lorris
Elliott (~~illiams-Wallace);
Dead Ends. by Keith E&son
(Quadrant Editions); Blue, by
& Geraldine Rahmani (Coach’
p House Press); Prepariw for 1
2 Sabbuh. by New Rapopod !
5 (Seal Books); and The Bee
b; Book by Ann Rosenberg
9 (Coach House Press).
The judges faced considerg ably more diversity than in
S previous years, with four of the
E novels (those by Elliott, Harri- 6? &w//~
.’
SO”, Rahmeni, Rosenbet@ offering radical experiments in
structure, prose style, or typography. Rapoport’s story of
Jewish girlhood. on the other hand, is narrated more wnventionally. IGnsella’sprize-winner is, too, but it’s strikingly innovalve ln its &nbmtio” of the barriers between fact and.
imagination; the dream, magically, is the reality in Shoelesr
Joe. A conclusion, then, fmm the year’s reading: Canada’s
first novelists appear to have entertained a wider range of
fictional possibility that in previous years; they’vebeen willing
to mix some chances with their books. Here are the judges
comments:
Anne Collins: The j;dgi”i was over, as fai as I was concerned,
half-vxy into The Bee Book by A”” Rosenberg. This startled
me a little, because I found it hard LOaccept ihat Rosenberg
had so thomughly entranced me with a” experimental novel
that uses a” obsession with the natural lives of bees to illumi“ate the sexual life of the main character, Habella Cite. Puns
(see the foregoing), games, short plays. diirams, concrete

poetry, photos, drawings: the twists and turns of &e”berg’s
imaginatio” are boundless and carried off’wlth a surety and
wit I’ve seldom encountered in fbst novels (let alone others).
The clincher for me was that her.tricks and odditiep were imegrated - they did enhance the narrative. Rosenberg wasn’t
just showing off (well, maybe a little). Habella’s plight is
rooted in her belief that somehow she will nuke a sexual con“ectio” that is “right” in the way that bee sex is biologically
tight. Considering the subterfuges of human sex lives. this
condemns her to a condition of helpless mmantlcism. The Bee
Book does what novels should
aspire to do: hold up a window
7
through which its readers get a
new view of the same old pie
hue: human life.
So, The Bee Book, has my
.
vote for “umber one. 1 did,
though, keep thinking that I
should have liked 1y.P. Kinsella’s Shoekss Joe the best,
auf of affection for the short
story fmm which the novel
grew. It, too, is about obsee
sio” - tbls time baseball ‘but I found the novel covered
with a sticky-sweet nostalgii
for simpler times that wes hard
to take in the long run. Of the
others: AU were difficult to get
into, butallleftmewithrespect
f&r their authors. Bhre is
! poetry at a masquerade, beautiful laguage pretending to be
ticlioh It was interesting in
I that it showed how minimal
__510~ muId be to still work 85 a
narrative flow. But in the end I judged that Geraldine
Rahmani had just not give” me enough es a reader. DeadEnds
sinks under the weight of political and so&l significance, and
itj own self-conscious attitttde toward the %ct” of writing.
coming for to Car0 also suffers fmnl some of that lltelaty
self-consciousness, wvh& the adjective “Joycean” isn’t a compliment. Cast aside a few of the book’s UsppingJ. though. and
it’s easy to get carried away by the story of Omoh, a young
black medical student who comes from the wamt Caribbean to
the cold grey drizzle of Vancouver ln winter end never malt&t
home again. But these other contenders just “ever let M
forget for long enough the clanklbtggeatx of conception, co”stmaion. ideas. The Bee Book was the only one that flew: no
safety “et or guy wires attached.
Jack Hodglns: No one will accuse these ftnaliits of Iackhig
courage or imapination. Hue we have pages divided for three
voices narrating simultaneously, dra\nings of bees and arresting concrete poems. chapters entitled “A Nonbeglnnbtg” and

“A Nonending.” a male writer writing a story about a female
witer writing a story about a male character. Always eager to
discover csamples of risks paying off, I began all thcsc novels
xvithinterest. Not all managed to keep that interest to the end,
but I finished them all with a feeling of some satisfaction that
publishers (cspccially the small presses) are willing to support

the risks of inventivewriters. ShocL?x Joe distinguishes itself
not on4 by lhe energy of hs prose and the entertaining
developments of its plot but also by the way in which it t-weals
itself to be a story about wiring stories, about concerns of the
spirit, and about the need for wonder.
Gwndolyn BLcEwen: W.P. Kinsella’s Shodem Joe is a
vzonderfully lifc-affinning novel that takes countless risks. and
gets away vzithjust about everything. A farma, Ray Klnsella,
responds to a magical voice that urges him to build a baseball
stadium in his cornfield and await the coming of his hero.
Shoeless Joe Jackson. He and other baseball stars from the
past turn up. and w learn that “Within the baselines anything
can happen. Tides can reverse; oceans can open . . . . Colours
can change, lives can alter. anything is possible in this gentle,
flwless. loving game.”
SrmelcvsJoe is a winner for me bccause it is bwentive, onprcdiaable. and completely cntertalning. It says much about
the natwc of human imagination and the role that magic
plays, or should play in OUTlives. It is a careful blend of poetic
description and good story-telling. Part of the fun of this book
is knowing that we’ve all been invited to the game. and it’s up
to each one of us how much of the spectacle he wants, or
darer, to witness.
The narrator comments at one point: “It wasn’t just the
baseball game. I wanted it to be a metaphor for somethi!g
else: perhaps tntst, or freedom, or ritual, or faithfulness, or
joy. or any of.the other things that baseball can symbolize. I
only wanted to make you happy.” A great part of Kinsclla’s
intention in this novel is to make the rcada happy, and in this
he succeeds beyond a doubt.
John Richardson: It’s hard to imagine that the six novels short
listed in this year’s competition represent the best of the new
and upcomiry Canadian novelists. With the exception of
Nessa Rapopofl’s enjoyable but unexciting Preparing for Sabb&b and the magical Sl~ocless Joe by W.P. Kinsclla, this
year’s submissions ranged fmm pedestrian to pretentious to
depressingly unreadable.
Although Kinsella’s novel was mawkish and sentimental in
ccnain pusagco, the book’s ingenuity, humanity, and desaiplions of baseball and Ray’s love for the game shine through on
every pap. I found it even more enjoyable the second time
around and my vote goes for Shoelesr Joe.
I just hope that the submissions for 1983 return to the level
of competence vx?ve become accustomed to. q
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Paul Thompson’s 10 years at Theatre Passe Muraille
helped to generate ventures as varied as the
Blyth Summer Festival and Newfoundland’s Codco

ByPAUL WILSON .

INTHHE
SUIIUEROF1972 Paul Thompson took a team of caref”lly chosen actors to a small farming community near Clinton, Oat., a few miles from where he had grown up. They lived
there for six weeks, helping out with mutiae’farm tasks, talking to people. going to church, attending meetings. Thompson
ur& them to pay particular attention to speech patterns and
gestures, to absorb as much as they could of the texture and
rhythm of people’s lives. His immediate goal was to make a
play based on the community’s life together, and rhea to play
it back to them. Each day the actors brought their
discowie: into rehear-‘.;.7--&.r
sal, where they would
impmvlse scenes. dia..’
‘I j_
, .’
logue and songs, some of
which would eventually
be worked into the
:,
show. Thompson had a
long-term strategy as
wlk he wanted to develop a group of actors
who could play with a
voogbulary of characters
aad voices drawn not

I

5 ;z
F::a:,;;Ei
$ theatre, but from life.
p When the play - The
s Farm Show - was perrEformed in aa old bare
5 that August, with the
8 whole community in at8 tendance, the reaction
5 was electric. “Clinton
9 Area The&e Opening
- Left Audience Agog,
d Talldy,” read the head: line in the God&h
$j sfgnal-slcr. Thompson
E fld Ids actors had some
nect”: “What you were getting off in that barn,” says Thomp
son, %asa’t narrative tension but the high level of coanectlon
between tbe actors aad the audience. And tbe’actors began to
understand that they were playing with a great power. while
not knowing quite what to do with it.”
Looking for that cormectlon and playlag with that power
hes been the retuning motif in Paul Thompson’s life.
OF ALL THE wxias used to describe Paul Thompson director, docudramatlst, editor, scenarlst, evea his own expression, “_elwpot” - the most accurate b still theleast used:
playwiSht. Thompson is a maker of plays. In the past decade,

he has %righted” at least 25 of them, enough to make him a
a&r figure in Canadian theatre. thouah only a handful have
ever be& published as scripts. Thk way he go& about it, in wllaboration with actors, writers. and visaal artists, is “acoaveational, and sometimes controversial, and he o.xasloaally fails
on his owa terms. But he has also provided the country witb a
lot of exciting and orlglnal theatre, theatre that has found its
greatest resonance outside the boundaries of the traditional
theatrical world.
In his 10 years as artistic director of Theatre Passe Mumille
. _...
-..-..______
in Toronto - he turned
it over to Clarke Rogers
a year ago - Thompson’s namcaad methods
became synonymous
with that “theatre
,.+---‘..
without wlls.” And his
achievementsgo beyond
creating
plays:
he
-’
\
created nw audiences as
.q
well. Before he and his
actors
barnstormed
through southwestern
:’
r :
Ontario with such early
collective works as The
_,’
:‘I
Farm Show. 1837s and
,!:
Them Donnellys, the
rural population of that
region
thought
of
theatre (if they thought
of it at all) as something
distant and foreign to
their lives. eyen tbougb
(or perhaps because)
Stratford is literally on
their doorstep. Today
the Blyth Summer
Festival, only a few milea
fmm
where The Farm
_.
Show was first performed and less then en hour’s drive from Stratford. draws 40.000
people a year to see original Canadian plays, &y
of them
written, directed, and performed by such Thompson alumni as
David Fox, Miles Potter, John Jawis. Layne CoWnan, Janet
Amos (who now ruas the Blyth Festival), and Ted Johns (who
has written many of the Festival’s biggest hits). The Festival,
founded by J-es Boy in 1975, is an indlri outgrowth of
those early Passe Muraille tours.
Thompson’s vision and techniques drew maay diversely
talented people to Passe Muraille, ceaalnly more than Thompson could ever “se in his own shows. Instead he devised a
system of doling o”t small amounts of money to these people
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to do their ov:n shows. This Seed Show program, as it came to
be called. turned Passe Mwaille into a ‘mini arts council. It
brought us such individual shows as B///y Bishop Goes to l+‘w,
witten and performed by Paw Mmaille alumni John Gray
and Eric Peterson, and generated whole new theatre companies as diverse as Newfoundland’s Codco and Toronto’s
Hummer Sisters. In hi own work, in the reach and impact of
profound.
At 42, Thompson is stocky and muscular. with a mobile, exprerslve face, grey beard, and wavy gwy hair that not so long
ago was a gingery brown. He loves sports and still tuns and
cycles to keep In shape, so it’s no surpri~ to learn that he was
an intercollegiate wrestler for his first two years at the University of Western Ontario. where he studied English and French
literatmr. In his last two years then. as much out of a longing
for something resembling a congenial social life as from a love
of theatre. he joined the university drama dub. “If I’d met
wrestlers *ho were interested in talking about litemtwe or
ideas,” Thompson says, “I might have ended up a jock.”
When he graduated in 1963, with a scholarship to study in
Patir. he sat in on classes at the Sorbotme and went to 30 plays
a month, initially to attune hi ear to good French. But he
quickly realized that there was more to the&e than entertainment or dirwsion. The&e for him was a public ritual, a way
of thinking, a focus for the Parisians’ strong and often armgzmt sense of themselves as a civilized people.
When Roger Planchon. a radical director fmm Lyons, came
to Paris the following spring with une saimn of four plays,
Thompson’s mounting interest in the&e caught fire. It was,
he says. his tirst real exposure to the theatre of the Left,
although it appears to have been Plancbon’s mode of making
theatre. the way he used theatre to challenge the city itself,
rather than Planchon’s ideas as such that excited him. He was
thrilled, for example. by Plattchon’s ddbatspubliques - open
forums on an in which critics, students, intellectuals, and
workers all took part. When Thompson learned that Planchon
permitted a small number of foreign students to “assist” at his
theatre in Lyons, he made inquiries and was told he was
wlcome to come. He rushed back to the Univ&ty of Toronto to complete “the fastest M.A. in history,” and by the next
fall ras back in Lyons as a stat&‘e io learn all he could from
Planchon.
For tv:o years Thompson sat in on mhea~als, helped out
with translations of Shakespeare., pitched in ideas, talked
endlessly about theatre in the bars, and supported himself
after a fashion by teaching English to secretaries and taking an
occasional walk-on role. During lulls in the. season he visited
other theatres in Europe. H&spent thre.e weeks with the
Berliner
Ensemble - Brecht’s old company - in East Berlin,
he v;ent to Ptague, and he even spent some time in London,
rhere he found the thestre a disappointment after France,
Thompson came back to Can& in 1%7 with very specific
notions about what the director’s mle should be. “When I
started,” he says, “I had a Platonic approach to directing. I
used to have all the moves blocked in advance, and I knew
every dimension of the play. I’d come into rehearsals and feed
all this stuff to the actors, and they’d start working on it, but I
kept getting disappointed hecause they could never do it the
ray I saw it.”
After a mott running an amateur theme in Sattlt Ste.
Marie, Thompson worked for two summers as an assistant
director at Stratford, where he met actress Anne Anglin, who
is now his wife and principal member of his troupe of BP
torlimprovisors. One of the productions he recalls was an
elaborate version of Moli&e’s Don Juan, which he translated
and directed himself: he placed the audience in swivel chairs so
they could follow the action taking place all around them.
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“Conceptually it was brilliant,” Thompson recalls, “but it
didn’t connect. The actors were good and we got an audience,
but in the end it didn’t generate half as much enthusiasm as the
first rehearsal.”
There is something else Thompson remembers: “When I
was in Stratford it was like I had to deny the fact that I came
from 30 miles away. All the time I was there I visited my roots
only once, and it was like going to the ends of the world,
longer than the journey back from Lyons toToronto. And yet
the best stoties I could tell were from there - my aunts and
uncles, the ongoing nitun and change of the farm, my maternal grandfather, a Swttish anti-monarchist blacksmith who
was also a kid of ward-he& for the Liberal patty. These
stories just sat there in my memory as individual qualities and
characteristics in time. But still I didn’t feel the immediate
compulsion to go off and put them in a play. Instead, 1 felt a
kind of misfitting. Tfiere I was at Stratford, in a set of forced
circumstances where I wouldgetexclted aboutaCuban playor
something and it would get done, hut it didn’t have an end in
itself.”
In 1969 Thompson moved to Toronto and joined forces
with Theatre Passe Muraille. which had been founded in the
basement of Rochdale Co&e by Jim Garrard. There was a
base company of 15 people who were all paid the same amount
of money (about $50 a week at the beginning) and were timmitted to making theatrc that was innovative and popular.
Thompson found the place crackling with energy and ideas. In
addition to himself and Garrard there were Martin Kinch. who
was interested primarily in contemporary, urban, Ytptown”
material, and John Palmer. who. Thompson says, could make
a play out of a pack of cigarettes. The artistic rivalry was intense. “There were popttlarlty shoor-outs - or outshoots where we’d each he going along in our work and then suddenly
one of us would have a really popular show.” When this hap
pened the balance of authority would inevitably swing toward
the director who was bringing in the audiences.
Thompson found himself being drawn more and more to
Canadian subject matter and, at the same time, his mode of
mounting a play began to loosen up. His first real wllective
was Doukhobom in 1971, which he says was as much about his
aunts and uncles as it was about events in the 1930s.Then in
the spring of 1972Carol Bolt approached him with a play called Byf/lo Jump about the On-to-Ottawa march of Western
farmers during the Depression. Thompson quickly realized
that Bolt’s ideas were more exciting than her script. “So we
reinwtted the play. We had the.actors improvise sceties, and
_CaroIwrote from the improvisations while I tried to key in on
&at the actors were bringing in and utilize that energy.
Somewhere in there I moved away from my Pliitonic concep
tualizalion of theatre toward the notion of starting with just an
impulse or a theme and drawing the rest of the material out of
the actors and huil+g the play fmm that.”
Somewhere in there. too. Kinch and Palmer went off to
form Toronto Free Th&e with Tom Hendty, Garrard left to
teach in British Columbia. and Thomoson took his actors into
Humn County to make The Farm show. The popularity of
that show established the collective as the core of Theatre
Passe Murailll for the next six years, until Clarke Rogets anived as another contending energy! and the popularity shootouts (often in the form of creatwe debates taking place on
stage) began once more.
The Farm Show was followed by a quick succession of new
collectives. Early the followhta war. in 1973. he had another
hit, 18X ThewFarmem’ R&it.
c&red on William Lyon
Mackenzie’s abottive rebellion. For this show Thompson and
writer Rick Salutin worked together to provide a &slstent
point of view - in this case political - and a sense of nar&ive stntctum. Thompson al& organized the first of several
versions of Them Donnet&s and two more community shows,
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Under lhe Gnzynwcke - about silver mining in Cobalt - and
Oil, about the town of Pet&a.
Om. Back in Toronto he
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devised a show about immigrants and a collecdve about sexual
mores in the cily, called ILow You, Baby Blue. which became
a runaway hit when the Metmpofilan
Toionlo police tried to
close it down. He alw staged an unusual experimental piece
called The Conadiau Hero Series 81: Gabriel Dumonl. about
the M&is uprising in Batoche in 1885. The play was improvised
around a series of paintings (Thompson called it a “painled
script”) commissioned fmm John Boyle, whose work Thomp
son greatly admires..
Whether or not he uses Lhe resources of other wrilers or
painters, Thompson’s playwrighdng process is centred on aftom. He choose them with care, usually on the basis of their
enthusiasm. their affinity for the material, and their ability to
improvise. He rarely tells them in advance what he wants. He
givep them the general subject and then lets them do their own
research and come inlo rehearsal with Ihe information,
impressions, and obsessions they have gathered. Then they
“jam” or improvise siluations and dialogue while Thompson
watches, intent and silem, sometimes for hours or even days
on end, waiting for that glint of a good idea. At this smge the
play has no central characters. no theme, no form - all rhat
comes later, as thestrengths of what the acLorshave brought in
become clear. And in every rehearsal the actors come up
against something difficult, which usually ends up being the
core of the show.
Linda Griffilhs, one of Thompson’s second-generation a*
tom, recalls one such impasse while rehearsing Les mcrudits
anglais, a play they devised in Montreal in 1978 and performed
in French. “We’d been working on one crucial scene in which
I played an Anglo journalist hying Lo explain the EnglishCanadian position to a separatisl. I’d tried everything - inlellectual, political, and economic mguments - and nothink
was working dramatically. Suddenly Thompson, who’d been
dtling quietly al the back of the the&m all rhls lime, said ‘I
think you’re on the verge of somelhing but you’re not going
them.’ That’s all he said. And I just cracked right down the
middle and came out with this tremendous emotion, one I
didn’t even know I felt, and I stood them with my arms
outstretched and my head back. cryiw out this image of a
highGay stretching right across the country. And Ihat was the
scene. When we did the show it shocked and moved Quebec
audiences - they had no idea we could be as emolional about
our patriolism 8s they am.”
Somewhere in the mid497Os Thompson began to move
sway fmm the broad canvasesof his earlier shows and started
focusing on events and issuesthrough individuals in particular
situations, aiming for mom depth of chamcbx and complexity
of narration. Tile Horsbzqh
Scandal (197a) dealt with a
United Church minister in Chatham, Ont., who had gone to
prison on a morals charge. In I977 Thompson and his actors
mvlsited the West, where they had taken the exfmmdy infiuential West Show Lwo years before, to devise a play called FarAs
fhe Eye Kiln See, about an immigrant family on the farm. Hem
Thompson used novelist Rudy Wiebe to f&ion a script from
the material generated by the actors in rehearsal. In the summer of 1976, with Bruce Ridd as a consultant. Thompson did a
show about famous Canadii
athletes and played it in the
Olympic Village during the games. The following summer he
rehuned to his home tenilory to do a play called Sh&espeure
for Fun and Plcrfit, a comedy dealing with that vasL gap
between the Stratford Festival and the small southwestern Ontario towns that surround it.
When Thompson mounted a luscious stage version of
Michael Ondaalje’s Coming Through Slaughter in 1980, he
departed from his usual approach by using a script written

beforehand by Ondaatje. Thompn
had a very spacffic aim in
mind: “A lot of the excitement in working with actors now is

giving them better words to play with.” he says. “The thing is.
we’re caught in a dilemma, which is that. we live in an inarticulate so,:iety, whrr iron>, becomes the highest form of art
possible - everything else is subteut. We came to the limits of
what we could do by imitating people, and we had to go
somewhere else. By using Ondaatje’s words we start from a
hi8her power polar the next time we start using our own,
brcaure w’ve got used to playing with those rhythms. Maggie
and Pierre has some passageswith poetic intent, and I’m sure
that’s helped by our having submerged ourselves In Ondaatje
for a v<hile.”
Ma&eand
Pierre, Thompson’s tribute to the nation’s first
(broken) family. written and performed by Linda Griffiths up.
ing the classicThompson techniques, was a huge success.Grlftiths began by dancing with Pierre Trudeau at the Governor
General’s ball and ended by playing both Trudeau and his wife
to large audiences right across the country. One of
Thompson’s favourite memories is of overhearing a man who
had evidently not seen the show himself explain to some
friends outsideToronto’s Royal Alexandra Theatre what A@gir andpierre was all about. Once again, he felt he had managed to connect v:ith something in the national imagination.
Thompson’s last three productions as artistic director of
Paw Muraille failed to make this connection for se.veral
w~ons. In The Torontonians and Rick Salutin’s NaIhan
Cohctt: A Review, Thompson returned to themes he had
touched on before, but the plays lacked the sharp edge of excitement and discovery that had tired his earlier work. The
third, Studhorse Man (based on Robert Kmetsch’s novel)
fared no better with audiences but was far more inter&lng
and audacious an experiment. Here the language itself was the
star. The actors spoke the tangled and raunchy lingo that is
Kroetsch’s trademark, but it was all improvised. Por research,
Thompson said, “the actors took a bath in Kmetsch. and the
kind of word-delight that came out of that was a real gift. I
think we have to put more of that element into theatre.,
because I don’t think we have any plays in this country yet
equivaknt to the top writing in tiction or poetry.”
When Thompson resigned from Theatre Passe Muraille it
was partly because the balance of authority within the
or8anization had swung toward Rogers, who had come in with
a script-centred approach. But it was also because Thompson
felt stymied. “As long as I was carting along the baggage of
the theatre. it was getting more and more complicated to
develop the collective in fine with the givens we started with,
the givens being: dllovering ourselves, the exploration of the
Canadian psyche in theawe terms, and the translation of that
into some kind of popular presentational form. I wanted to
take a non-centre position, to lind out where it should go, so I
could surprise by parachuting down fmm the gondola or corning around the left wing, rather than having to carry the puck
dov:n the centre:

working. Art creates lies and half-truths and full troths and
presents real choices to be made. One of the difficulties in
Toronto coming of age and inheriting the fortune that’s
waiting for it has. to do with recognizing pnough of those
sense.5of itself.”
Since stepping down, Thompson has staged another c&ctive (he calls them “collaboratives” now) with Linda Griftiths
and a mixed cast of native and white actors. Called Jeavim. the
play is based loosely on Maiia Campbdl’s autobiography,
Hamreed,
and Maria herself was directly involved in the
“wrighting” process. Jessica explores the character of a M&is
woman who ls torn apart by the pull of two dvillltions in
which she lives. and who is ultimately made whole again by the
spirit world of her Indian grandmother. Thompson ran the
play last fall in Saskatoon’s 25th SVeet Theatre, in the heart of
M&is territory.
Jessica represents both a return to Thompson’s older concerns and a new departure. It is the first of his plays to have an
overt metaphysical dimension,.and it’s an attempt to come to
terms with magic, a word thatThompson usesfrequently whui
talking about what m&es him. “What I mean by magic is a
recognition that there are a number of forces shaping and surrounding people and events; forces tliat we’re normally not
aware of most of the time. We live in this amazing sponge of a
society that can swvallowup great events like the rebellion of
1885, or the Quebec thing, and reduce them to nothing more
than rippk in the great pond of Canadian normalcy. And you
keep wanting to show that things really do happen here, and
they happen on all kinds of levels. There are magic places here..
plaeep like the West where the ethos is very alive. And theatre
ls a way of plugging into that alivenesr, of connecting with it
and showing it and saying, ‘Look at what else is happening!
Look at these things around here1 Maybe they:re real.“0

+MECAME
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bound up la it as an institution. Program-not& sometimes list
him as “senator,” sometimes as “scout.” But most of all, to
continue the hockey metaphor, he is a free agent.
One of the themes to which Thompson will undoubtedly
return is Toronto itself, a city that fascinates and infuriates
him. Ne is impatient with Tomato’s lack of self-confidence.
and perhaps for that reason is thinking of a play about Harold
l33llud and the Maple Leafs in which the Leafs’ decline
hceomeoa symbol of the city’s soul. “One thing that makes me
wy angry is Toronto’s downright refusal to accept a leadership mle &&vis the rest of the country, and to start taking an
interest in what’s going on out the*. Now this could be tied up
rirh the pmblcm of nobody coming up with a stmag dough
self-detinirion. New Yorkers have lots of tilms and plays to tell
them who they are, and that’s a good example of where art is
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From docudramas to ‘collective’ performances,
the year’s theatre publications ge
dominated by scripts from Western Canada

By RKX4RLl PLANT
FOR DECADES traditional
dramatic
modes have dominated
Canadian
thcatre. Challenging experiments that
might have extended drams’s conventional boundaries - such as the agitprop “v:orl:ers’ plays” of the 1930s and

Herman Voaden’s “symphonic expres-,
sionism” - were only s”lall voices lost
in the wilderness. But the plays published in 19SZdemonstrate the innovative nature of recent theatrical activity.

Docu-dramas

and scripts

derived

through a collective process make up a
lUgc proportion of the year’s most sigoificant publications - which may indicate that these once-exotic modes have
themselves become conventional. A
second tradition has also been broken.
Eawrn Canada has long been the most
active crntre of Canadian theatre.. This

year’s inlprints - and there are far too
many to cover in this survey - reflect
the -large contribution m&e to the
“ation’s theatrical mosaic by the western
provinces.

Talonbooks, the cnterpriring Vancouver house that for some years has
offered the best of Canadian drama in
English. has finally published John
Gray’s exceedingly popular (except in
New York) Billy Bishop Goes to War. In
ments with &y abandon on &tters
ranging fmm the play’s genesis and its
Canadian tours throogh the foibles of
Canadian theatre and Billy’s New York

run. Although the play’s readers may be
troubled by the inesplicable betweenacts change in Bishop, from a downhome boy to a cold killer who sublimates
his fears into a lethal carelessness.they
will be caught up by its wit and insight
- particularly by the horrible discovery
Bishop makes as he watches two German tlyers fall without pamchuta from
the aircraft he has just destroyed.
What readers may miss most in the
Bi@ Bishop script is the vbtuoso performance that brought it to life on the
stage. That same vitality is missing from
the printed deco-dramas and collective
phys, which are. first of all. performonce pieces. Paper Wheat (Western

Pmducer

Prairie Books) is a case in
point. Who can forget the bhmket-

there BE more: they come largely from
the past, and dispel any idea that the

folding scene that on stage so aptly
captured the hardship
faced by a
Saskatchewa” farmer and his wife, or

western theatrical phenomenon is olily a
rexent one. Enld Delgatty Rutland has

the jusgline act that cleverly represented
the. scanty financial rewards for
fanners? Although the introduction
goes a long way toward creating the
necessary ambience, the script is likely to
remain onedimensional, even though it
represents one of the most popular
Canadian plays.
Also from the Pmirles comes a” excellent anthology, Showing West: Three

Prairie Dow-Dmmas,

volume live of

Newest Press’s series. admirably edited
by Diane Bcssal. Again, as in Prairie
Pwformance and Blood R&lions and
Other PrCys last year. Bcssai provides a”

informative preface that lea&s us wanting a longer picee of her incisive prose.
The collection contains The WestS/mv,
which was put together in Saskatoon by
Paul Thompson and The&m Passe
Mwaille in 1975. Thcmpson alro helped
to shape Rudy Wiebe’s Far As the Eye
Can See, the sewad script of the three.
Any play that contains such unique

edited The Collected Phtys of Gwen
Pharls RI&wood (Borealis Press), which
contains a whopping 25 dramas, as well
as a foreword by Margaret Leurbnce aad
a preface by George Ryga, bibliography,
and bio note. Suffice it to say that
among the varied works are Ringwood’s
powerful 1930s classic, Still Stands the
House, as wdl as her rece”t Mimge,
which celebrates in an epic way the
hiitqry of prairie settlement.
Mirrrge is alro printed in New Cana-.
dian Drsna - 2 (Borealis Prc~s) edited
by Pattick O’NeUl. But surprise, surpulse, the other two plays in the volume
are not from the West. The Dollar
Woman, by Alden NowIan and Walter
Learning, uses Atlantic history to
fashion an interesting drama about the
“poor auctions” in a New Brunswick
parish at the tam of the century. Pogie,
by Chris Helde and Al Macdonald, is a
mk attempt to explore the world of the
unemolokd

style.’

within a tavern. cabaret-

-

characters as Tom Sultanen, a visionary/

’ Another unwnventional play is No

madman who builds a steel-MIed ark
on the prairie in order to transport
wheat to starving people in his native
Pinland. or Sam Relmer, who heeds
God’s call to stop the war in Vietnam
(Relmer records it on tape, though only
he and the audience can hear it). is
bound to provide imaginative the&m.
The third play, Rex DeverelI’s Medicar&, is a pmw docu-drama, built on
dialogue and incldmts take” from the
iecords of the battle to establish medicare in Saskatchewan. It is also the
dullest on paper, to the point that
readers ‘willUkeb wonder about its sotfess on the stage. Deverell’s Black
Powdv (Coteau) also uses a documentary form in recreating the Rsteva”
coal-miners’ strike in 1931, and suffers
from a similar lifelessness when
kbstrac@.dfrom the stage.
If the preponderance of titles has not
convinced you of a power in the West,

Big Deal (Rxile Editions). witten by tbc
the&e group of Quebec’s Archambaolt
prison. it t&o de&es from a collective
process, and shows a documentary influence in its episodic structure and
desire to set history right. At the same
rime, it makes a powe.rfid. raw appeal
for humane treatment of prisoners, and
presents a convincing pietore of the
isolation. fears, and suffocation that.
inmates experience. It was banned in the
prison, which suggeststhat at least some
truth is on the inmates’ side, but the
play’s vicious attacks on penal authoritie& drawn in grotesque caricatures, are
likely to alienate, rather than amuse
most readers.
U”conve”tional in the smse that they
are a departure from 1976s “eonaturalism (a welI as the collective and
ddcu-dramas), the plays in Popular Performance Phxys of Canada, Volume 2
(Simon&Pierre.) illustrate the prollfera-

.

tia” of commercially oriented scripts in
recem years. ,lfayo”naise, John IbbotWI’s first play, is a liiht situation comedy v:ith some \‘ery humorous dialogue.
But the play is short, and likely to leave
n reader feelily that the situation (or the
tutthor’s inventiveness) has not been
large enough to sustain a full-length
piece. Peter C&y’s You’ll Oet Used to
It: Tltr War Show, while entertaining.
will undoubtedly remind readers of Joan
Littlewood’s 011 Whal BLow&~ Wurt we” though these soldiers are Canadian.
The lint act captures a manic frivolity
that may accurately represent a natural
escape from the tensions of war; the
srcond act takes a more serious look at
dr3th in battle. But the play’s dramatic
gmv:th and effect sre’undercut by the
StaxBtO of too many gratuitous oneliners. The third script in the anthology,
Sandra Dempsey’s D’umy. a ‘one-man
show about D’arcy McGee, is wholly
ignorable. Two children’s plays, Happy
HotlyXhristmos
Cards, by Beth
Mchlaster, round out the collection.
hlxmillan, undoubtedly hoping to
capitalize on the popularity of the
author. has published five plays in
Bmmalic :‘:.O. kltchell. Each contains
an interesting idea that. unfortunately.
ls aIlowed to remain underdeveloped.
The Dzril’s Instmment, for example. is

about a Hutterite youth who rebels
against his religion - a topic (centred
this time on a Mennonite youth) that haE
recently been give” much m”re satlsfying treatment in Anne Chislett’s Quiet
in the Lund. Mitchell’s light, wry
humour is on diiay
in The Black
Bompiel of Wullie MacCrtmmon, and
his penchant for sentimentality in The
Kite. In all, these plays, despite their
popularity on the stage, do not stand up
well to critical scrutiny.
Among the many plays offered by
Playwrights Canada are a reprint of
Munm Scott’s engaging W’u-feng and
Larry Fineberg’s Mo”treaJ, which was
staged by a splendid cast during the
Toronto The&e Festival in 1981. The
script let them down, tid it has ILotimproved in this printing. Effective
moments of dew dialogue, satiremixed
with seriousness, are overwhdmed by a
sophomcaic quality in the thought and
writing, as well as by a convoluted plot.
Ted Johns’s The Death of the Donnellya
is yet another play on the Biddulph
murders. But Johns offers a different
approach frum either Jama Reaney or
Peter Colley in their Donnellys plays and deserves a bit of attention for it.
Rene Aloma’s Cuba” immlgmnt/exlle
play. A WtlIe Somethlug lo Eare the
Pdu, whlk it speaks largdy to a specific

iudience. la worth a look, as is Aviva.
Ravel’s Second Chance, a light-hearted
romp through middleaged extra-marital
affairs. The saccharine ending wxdd
nmke good fun for a summer lheatre.
One of the most challenging publications of the year is EnWalls (Coach
House Press), a collection of 26
“dramatic objects” by the Quebecpoet
Claude Gauvreau, who has become a
cult @we since his. death in .1971.
Unorthodox to the Point of being
rewlutionaty, these pieces provide rich
tioetic imagery and surrealistic effects
that will create an exciting confusion for
the reader. Another Fre”ch-language
play, Denise Boucher’s contmversial
The Fairies Are Thirsty (La f&s ont
soit), has recently been translated and
published by Talonbooks.
The variety of the drama is also
reflected by the books publllhed about
, the theatre.In The Worlc Cmversations
\vlth Englirh Canadlnn Plnywrights
(Coach House Press) Robert Wallace
and Cyntlda Zinmxrmvl have campiled
interviews with 26 leading dramatists
whose cmnments shed much Ii&t on
their own work and Canadian theatrein
general. And Adrian Pecknold’s textbook, b5me: The Step Beyond Words
($5 Press), _outliies the f~ndan+als
of the art and exexctsesfor the student to

“OBASAN offers an evocation of a vanished life - the sweet false pre-War
security, the misery and confusion of the war years. With Naomi Nakane, the
reader is forced to mourn the fragile beauty of a conimuoity and its dehcate web
of attachments, now never to be restored.” - C%wtadiatzForum

use in developing his skills. There is als6
a section of mime pieces, many of which
Pecknold has used in his own performcnces.
TKO equally welcome books, these
also arc from the West. arc scholarly
studier in theatre history. John Orrell’s
enjoyable Fallen Empires: The Lost
Thentrcs of Edmonton 1881-1914
(NeWerr Press), reads well, and is full of
informative detail. Chad Evans haa an
even larger study in Frontier Thmtre
(Sono Nis Press), a handsomely printed
history of theme in the Canadian far
rest and Alaska.
Finally, lest evetyone gel an impression that the theatre world is simply
rosy, and publishing not suffering from
economic cutbacks, 1 would do well to
point out that the invaluable Canadian
Theawe Review. founded in 1914 by
Don Rubin at York Universily. has had
to suspend its next issue. Although the
editors have managed to publish their invaluable Canada On Stage: CYR Yearbook 1931-02, CTR’s book publishing
program may dso he suspended, and
unless financial support is found, the
whole thing may disappear. An active
theatre remains active and healthy only
when it is supported by a forum that
devotes critical attention and encouragement to its doings. We must not let CTR
fold, because it has been. and should
continue to he, a large part of that

reader (not the playgoer) they presenl a
problem.
What are we reading when we read a
play? Devoid of the actors’ voices, of
the movements, of the setting, of the
framework of the the&e, wc arc in effect reading the basic instructions for a
performance yet to be set up. These instructions (spee+s and stab dire*
lions) carry a different strers on the page
than on the stc&; instead of s con-

curious

* play on papa stops time, allow us r0
go back, reread a passage, shift the stress
from the moment of surprise to the moment of comprehension. If any, the
pleasure of reading a play - as opposed
to seeing it - corn& either from reading
it as poetry or prose. or fmm being the
director of our own amateur pmdw

precise, deliberate language, preparingit
for the stage with almost no trimmings,
ready for a director with a !lair for the
grotesque.
For25 years now (&cc The Zoo Stmy
in 1958)Edward Albee has written plays
that, each in its own way, en&e the
possibilitler of the stag, using traditional methods to create new forms
(classic tragedy in Who’s Afraid of
Vi&do W&7.
medieval mystery plays
in Tiny Alice, rhetoric theatre in Bar).
The adapted plays probably result in
soectades just as remarkable. hut this
&not be- judged by simply reading
them. AU three need another dhdo”,
they need to be seen - and that is a
requirement the printed page cannot
pr0vide.O

ti0”.

In, some of Albee’s play; -

in A
for mample - the reader is rewrdcd by
REVIEW
vigorous and beautiful passages. (In the
. . .._., __.-__-_L
theatre these same passages can either
touch or offend the public, depending
on the skilled voice of a Ratbarinc Hepburn or the shrill hyxterlcs of an aged
Ellzabetb Taylor.) The three adapted
plays in the volume here contain no such
passage. They are starker; they depend,
on movement and the tone of words
ratha than on the words themselves.
By ANDREW BORKO WSKI
The reader needs to stage them.
Ewylhing in the Garden (in Albee’s
forum. q
version; I am not familiar with Oiler
Cooper’s play) is a farce. In a suburban
estate someone discovers that all his . Mlcbel Tremblay. by Rena Usmiani,
neigbbours are involved in the planning
Douglas & McIntyre, 177 pages, 85.95
REVIEW
of a bordello - madam and all -‘and is
paper (LSBN0 88894 304 0).
’
murdered in the interest of decent
silence. Malcolm -follows Purdy’s
THE sr*m OFCanadian drama criticism
picaresquc novel very closely. It tells of
is such that the appcamtice of any book
an adolescent boy in a search for his
on any playwight is EBUscenough for
father through bizarre schools of early
celebration. The end of the 1¶Qs
sex up to an early grave. The Ballad ql
markedthe culmination of a pctiod of
the Sad Cc@, like Malcolm, sticks dose
furious literary activity on Canadian
to Carson McCullers’ poetic story aboul
stages. Now that that energy has subMiss Amdia’s dark love affair.sct in the
sided, it’s time for the academies to
American South.
break out of the reticence they have
I haven’t seen any of these plays on
maintained toward the theatre mmstage, but the possibilities they offer
mtmity. our fledglblg dramatic tradidon
The P&6, Volume 4, by Edward
seem to be endless. Evwthinn in the
is in need of the dcftition and
Albce, Atheneum (McClelland &
Garden can be read to the rhythm of
legitimacy that can only he achieved
Stewrt), 150 pages, $15.95 paper (ISBN
slaastick comedy. metallic pianos chinkthrough lnfomted criticirm.
ing by the llghi.of silent~movies. The
Rcnatc Usmicni’s book is a step in the
0 689 70616 2).
right dlreclion. It’s the fmt fbli-kqtb
Bplkrd qf the Sad cqfe Ilows firm and
straightforward on the verge of realism,
treatment ofTremblay’s work to appear
AF?ERTHE CRAstaNGs”ccess of Who’s
begging for aclors who invent and not
in English. As though cooscious of her
Afraid of G’irgrda Woolt? in 1962, Edwad Albec (aged 34) turned his hand to
live their fictional parts. Malcolm cries
pioneering mlc. Usmiani has attcmptcd
to provide as broad an introduction to
adapting a’novells by Carson McCuUers, out to be staged. It sug_gestsquick
changing scat&s. subtle background
her subject as po.&blc. The opening
The Ballad of lheSad Cqfe. Other adap
characters, inventive casting for thosz
chapters furnish the reader with a solid
tationr followed: in 1965~i&oim, from
love-thirsty whores and elderly ladies
groundii in the devdopmcnt of the
the novel by James Purdy, and in 1967
and gentlemen, above a8 for the almost
thcatre in Quebec They also bdudc a
Everphing in the Garden, from the play
too naive Malcolm himself, who “didn’t
survey of the province’s social and
by Ctiles Cooper. The three have now
culhual history as we8 as a delightful
been collected in volume four of the
have the stuff.” Albee has taken
Purdy’s~nigbtmarish story and kept the
discoune on the vagaries of jouaL The
Atheneum edition of his plays. To the
Dclicnte Balance and Tiny Alice,

author then proceeds with a thorough
analysis of Tremblay’s major works.
The task of analysis is a formidable
one. Tremblay is one of the few Canadian playwights to have breathed life
into the nationalist dictum that universality cao be attained only through
regionalby. His plays resonate 0” every
level of meaning. Us&
ascribes this
resonance to the playwright’s knack for
synthesizing an eclectic matrix of
inflounces into dy”amic entities of hll
own.
The variety of Tremblay’s intluenees
makes the process of synthesis dllt%xlt
to trace. Usmiani does so with markable agility. 0” matters of form, she
neatly guides us through a maze of
Greek, American, Brechtian, absurd&
and opentic influences. She duplicates
this feat in relation to Tremblay’s eontent, scrutinizing the derivations of his
themes on their literal, socio_politicaJ,
a”d metaphysical levels.
The detective work pays off. By
stressing Tremblay’s tech”ical agility,
and his sensitivity to universal issues,
Usmia”l succeeds in elevating his work
beyond the political context in which so
much Tremblay criticism has heretofore
tied itself. She establishes her subject
os a” international playwright of the
first rank.
But there is one question tbis otherv&e comprehensive work does not
amv:er: what does thii q&b&o& playwright have to say to us, his KgllshCanadii audience7 I feela twinge of
irony whenever I accord Tremblay, a”
avcwed separatist, the status of “our”
fmest playwright. I believe that much of
v:hat Tremblay has to say about Quebec
society has its applications in English
Caada. Usmiani appears to take,these
applications for grsnted, but I don’t
think the overage Canadian reader does.
A fen pages dealing with the issue of

By KEITH GAREBIAN
Every Inch a Lear. by Maurice Good,
Sono Nis Press. illustrated. 230 pages,
$16.95 cloth (ISBN 0 919203 26 4).

\vg DON? HwE a rehearsal journal for
the very first production of Ring Lear,
so we won’t know if Shakespeare and
company had Stonehenge touches to the
production or had Britons running
around in woad. Did the first stage Lear
start his crawling descent into the grave
in Scme One or later7 Did he compete
or suffer under it? How did thi death
of Lear feel in the Globe Playhouse?
Had there been a recorder in those times
of the calibre of Maurice Good, we
would have had, I yn sure, many intri-&y of the mystery of the pla$
Good’s backstage view of the famous
1979 Stratford production by Robin
Phillips is a compendium of contrasts offer& techni&l minutiae, quiet but
eager reflections on the play and its
director, sod a fund of anecdotes, jokes,
rehearsal photographs by Jane Bdmends. production stills by Robert C.
Ragsdale, and cartoo”s b$ Peter Ustinov
worthy of Punch. This is no gossip trove
or glitzy showbii souvenir. but a pal”stakingly rich logbook of theatrical
exploration and discovery ln the general
tradition of Stmdshwsky Reheama
Othello, William Redfield’s Letters
mm CTIIActor (about Burton’s Broadway Hamlet), Kenneth Tynan’s book on
Olivier’a
Othello,
and Grigori
Kozlntsev’s diary for his 1972 film of
hr.

Good’s book, however, is unique in ’
that it is not the product of a critic or
director; “or is ii strictly the autobiographical memories of a prodwtionplayer. Although a” understudy to
Ustinov, Good, who “ever had a chance
to substitute during the Stratford ran, is
no ‘apprentice. Having worked at the
Dublin Gate. Abbev. Old Vie. and Oxford Playho& Co&any, he-has bee”
in Lwron three different occasions. and
has see” the Lears of Woltit, McM&ter,
Gielgud, Ho&m, and Scofidd. As a
member of the Stratford Company (and
a wi”“er of the Tymne Gutbrie Award,
which helped to pay expenses for this

Trcmbk+y’s national relevance were
called for, but I’ll rest content vvlth this
book’s accomplishments -and wait for
the next one. 0
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book), he has an actor’s intuition. insight, knowledge, and spirit. and his
book is “a special gift” not only for
actors or those who have Liked or
detested Phillips’s production, but
especially for those “who prefer to stay
at home and read the play.”
In hi introduction Ustinov praises
Good for his “line Irish mind.” and
while there is little distinctively Irish
about Evew Inch a Lear3 the book is
filled with “loving yet mordant comment” on a rare theatrical event. when a
director of genius, surrounded by actors
and actresses “whose generosity matched their inspiration,” submitted one of
Shakespeare’s greatest plays to a pm
found rs-interpretation.
The opening sections for this sevenand-a-half-week rehearsal journal focus
chiefly on Ustinov’s personality and
Phillips’s style. Like a latter-day
Socrates pretending ignorance (but with
greatw humour and wbbnsy). Phillips
gathers hi company in a quwtionlng.
His imaginative games and exercises lead
to a disavowal of rigid preeonceptlons;
instead there is the luxury of “s”iffIng”
around.
The starched,
coraeted
costumes (rrminiszent of Phiz) and
claustrophobic set are already designed
by Daphne Dare, bat little else is beyond
the speculative stage.
Phillips provides photographs. cartoons, and ideas to suggest the look and
feel of the production (reminiscent of
Thomas Hardy), but insists that he still
doesn’t know what tbe play is about. He
encourages the cast to find their ow”
voices for the roles, and while keeping
a” open mind to most things, rejects at
once “the pass6 post&a of tragic
bravura,” frequently cautioning his
actors llot to force co”victi0” or
chsractetition,
and to avoid emotionalism. He rings a handbell when a”
actor is guilty of nnpty conventionalistp,
and he probes with unrelenting curiosity. “‘Why do you think they do it?” he
asks of the blinding of Gloucester. He
helps Rodger Barton’s Poor Tom identify sex as the Foul Fiend that so
troubles him. He urger Marti Man&n’s
Regan and Tom Wood’s Oswald to play
a scene as “Southern .
just postDallas,” in order to achi& a chilling.
very calculative menace. “a barely
throttled-back hysteria lurking in every
syllable.”
There is much of what Hugh Hood
would calL “sportive play of the
imagination” in both Phillips and his
star, but whereas Ustinov’s gaiety is a
fmlic of mimicry and wordplay (espe
cially with William Hutt), Phillips’s jests
are more cognizant of practical limits to
their purpose. We suspect that even
Phillips’s most imaginative “improvs”
are meant to extend his sense of work as
“a conspiratorial eollaboratlon.”
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a startling contribution
to the lityature of the sexes

The Q.itical Strategy

“This book is avowedly experimental with
the intention of breaking traditional
critical paradigms.”
-Robert Kroetsch
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He is everywhere - at his special
dimmer-board; beside composer Berthold Carrikre to offer hummed in&
denral music; leaping from stall to stage
to adjust an actor’s angle, or to take
Cord&a by the hand and trot out a
specific set of moves; charting precise
~ucfisfage business: hanging back to
watch every actor avidly; theu playing a
full barnyard of animals or the storm
itself. And while he is ever mindful of
stage technique, he talks in cinematic
lsnguage. His energy is diren, infeetious. self-regenerative.
“Vontz hfurr, Pliaz.” he requests in
mock-Teutonic
accent,
and his
“troopied’ begin their nth rehearsal
cidlout demur. The play gradually inflates like a huge, grand balloon, and
becomes poignantly affect& as Ustinov
and Phillips carry us inlo Lear’s mind,
rhich erodes with suffering. The midVictorian cosonnea bring it closer to us,
and the humanized approach makes it
contemporary in feeling.
Good’s book, despite its typos,
misspellings, occasionally awkward synt&s, and flood of minutiae that sometimes sodden the main design, lets us
ascend to the top of documentary
achievement. This is not a fawning or
hyperbolic book. IL gives generous attention to all the supporting players, and it
slvrays respects the private selfpenetrations that aclors perform in
rehearsal. Errors a~ recorded without
malice and leapthroughs celebrated with
espriirde aups. There aa many who are
better stylists rhan Maurice Good. There
are many with tinner judgemeut. But I
doubt that there has been a more acute
or continuously concentrated demonsWation of the sheer navvy work and
delicacy of detail that contribute to a
great theatrical production. 0
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By GERALD PRATLEY
h’Iovliesand Memoranda: An Marprelalive HiMmy of the Nstionnl Film
Board. by D.B. Jones, Deneau Publishers, illustrated, 240 pages. $21.95
cloth (ISBN 0 9190% 21 2).
WIUT~NG ABOLIT the National Pilm Board
and the films it msker has always been
difficult, for two primary reasons: one,
reviewinp its films is a full-time job,
because. working mainly in the short
form, it makes so many of lhem; and
two. what goes on behind the scenes in
the making of these films does so in an
atmosphere of considerable secrecy, as is
common wivithmost government deparb
merits. Add to rhat the fact that newspapers, magazines, and television are
nol interested in reviewing short films;
only when the NPB makes a great effort
to arrange pti showings for a film
abour to gel a w special showing on
television or in a clnema do ihe media
respond. And so rhe NPB has carried on
for 43 years. The older it becomes. the
harder il ls to detail its working procedures and analyze its films.
Now, in the aftermath of the Applebert report - which would disband.the
NPB - comes this valuable book, which
takes a shot at examining the battered

board without firing on it anew. The
author is an American, a professor of
communications at Di=zid University in
Philadelphia, who came to admire the
NPB and over a period of 10 years wrote
this study. It ls obvious fmm his
somewhat complicated inlroductlon. In
which he worries over the definition of
history, that he, too, was overwhelmed
by the work and melhods of the board,
and throughout Ihe following chapters,
in spite of some brave attempts at order,
his text often becomes confusing, longwinded, repetitive, and tedious. But
these are, after all, the qualit& to Ke expeeled these days from academics (particularly in film), and the resuks of such
labour me.’dutifully labelled as being
scholarly.
Whhin this mass are many apt, revealing, and well-written observations,
including critiquea of certain lilms and
the chapter on the Challenge’for Change
series. Among the disappointinents are
the cavalier manner in which the board’s
featureleng~h films are brushed aside;
the,amount of space given 10 the 28 or so
\vm horses (Corm& Ciu, of Gold. Paul
Tomkowia etc.), to the exclusion of
many other very fine documentaries
amO”g the m,OOO tik
that cry Out to be

tion given to some f&n-makers to the
exdusion of others. In t@ng not to
write a book that ends up being a list of
names and tiller, the author h&sleft out
much that a study such as this should
have included.
In the main this is a much-deserved
tribute to the NFB. Jonq dearly shows
how difficult it has been for the board lo
survive the bureaucracy imposed upon it
while edoylng the benefits of state sponsorship and atlempting Locope wilh the
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unpredictable nature of film-making
and the artistic temperaments of those
involved. He is sympathetic, but does
not hesitate to point out that the board
has been the cause of many of its own
misfortunes.
The book’s great strength, however, is
the striking manner in which Jones has
read and studied the NFB’s founding
commissioner, John Or&on,
has
examined
his statements
about
documentary and its relation to politics
and society, and shown convincingly
hew relevant bis theories and observations have been throughout the years
that followed hi departure. Grlerson,
once again, remains the pre-eminent
ligurc in the world of interpretative
cinema. 0
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LotP l%mrourl: Aa Operatic Life, by
Lotfl Mansouri with Aviva Layton,
Stoddart, 120pages. $19.95 cloth (iSBI’i
0 7737 2007 3).

Eemsteln, by Paul Robinson, Lester
8: Orpen Dennys. I52 pages, 514.95
cloth (ISBN 0 919630 11 I).
**THIS
CtTYIs growing. It is a community
on the verge of an explosion.” Vienna?
London? Paris? Tchran? Population?
Race riots? Stock markets? Software?
Nope. Toronto. Opera. Now.
So says Lotti Mansouii, general direetar for the past seven or so years of the
Canadian Opera Company, that varlcoloured elephant quartered in the
distinctly white and elephantine
mausoleum knonn as the O’Keefe Centre. Iranian-born American citizen Mansouri, who succeeded the founding
father of the company Dr. Herman
Geiger-Torel. is as qualified as anyone to
know, responsible as he ls for the COC’s
eseellent financial and spotty artistic
achievement during his septetmate as
overlord.
This coffee-table, black-and-white
flamingo is. as its subtitle fesses up, his
“operatic life,” seemingly as dilated to
Aviva Layton, 120slight pages including
about 50 of photographs and another
dozen of paoses between chapters. Man-

souri cranes across BS a rather jovial
chap who has lots of rattling good thrills
and spills (“What a shamblesl” “Right
in the middle of the performance. I wet
my pants!“) in thhinternational and
Canadian worlds of opera, on intimate
terms with all sorts of eminent &urea,
not averse now and again to a spot of
earthy naughtiness (“The wife of the
Finance Minister was in this one too, but
all she had to do was show her legs,
thank goodness”), firm about his likes
and dislikes of singers. works. and ways
of the world.
That life began in a privileged comer
of preJGmmcini Iran. where this inclpi& Farsi vendu took, in adolescence,
to popular American music “like a duck
to water.” Mansouri got himself to
California, to singing and directing in
aiusicalr and opera, to Am&can citizenship and an American wiFe, then lo
Ziirich whence he was plucked by
Geiger-To+1 and the COC’s Search
Committee chairman Rod Anderson (to
to the reb&&ng job in Toronto.
.
Mansouri is a funny mixture, in these
pages, of hard professional knowhow
and half-baked silliness. He harps
throughout on a “kismet,” which he
claims has guided him at critical junetares down the right primrose paths,
drops names egregiously all over his
book (“1 remember, for instance, that
Schoenberg’s%&htu was a classmate
of mine”), offers political gaucheries
(“The Soviets sat back, manipulated
everything and let the Poles slug it oat
with the Poles”). and misspells the
names of people like Max Rcinhardt.
He cannot help feeling that “thesense
that people ‘tie waiting for you to fall
seems to be a peculiarly Caaadll trait.”
of y&&s:
klemperw in a whorehouse, Klemperer with his hand right up
B comprlmario’s skbt. awful Renata
Scotto, awfuller Franeo Bonisolli
(“probably the most diflicult singer I
have ever worked with”), wonderful
Joan Sutherl~d, wonderfuller Maureen
Forrester, awful-wonderful Renata
Tebaldi, such a colourful lot.
By far the most cogent chapter ls the
brief one on his work at Toronto, which
rightly empL=izes the excellent COC
Ensemble project, the Harbourfront
Summer Festivals, the school tours with
“capsule” Barbem and BuIIerflys.
Unfortunately tbe other side of thii
bustling pioneer energy ls trendy drivel
equating Bvita and JC Supersar with
Boheme and WoueEk (“We have baroque opera, rococo opera and now we
have rock opera”). Still, Canadian
opera owes Lotti Mansouri a great deal,
and tbls book reminds us what.
The Canadian connection with Bents-

tein is limited to its authorship and
publisher. Paul Robinson betng music
director of CJRT-Fhl and author of the
other three books in this Iarccnously
overpriced s+s
(Furtwiingler forthcoming) on Karajaa, Stokowski, aad
Solti. We have a sketchy bio followed by
an asxssment of Bernstein’s achiavement as maestro (mostly on records),
and a comprehensive discography.
Fans could argue endlessly about
Robinson’s value judgements
presumably a main aim of the volume of Bernstein as interpreter, composer,
educator. popularizer. and leading prw
ponent of radical chic. The osmotic debt
to the Vienna Philharmonic is well
emphasized.
Bernwin originated as a series of
CJRT programs and, as Robinson
acknowledges, loses a little in the
traascrlptlon. It’s a handy reference
guide and a useful beginner’s introdue
tlon. drably though adeqliately written
and, as already noted. alarmingly expensive for so small a monograph. Cl
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By I.M. OWEN

A Sound Like Laughter, by David
Hclwig, Stoddart. 230 pages. 515.95
cloth (ISBN 0 7737 24X0 3).
wt’r” THISBOOK
David Helwig completu

his Kilton
tetralogy, which began in
1976 with The Glass Knight. A Sound
Like Laughter bridges the gap between
Jenn@r (1979) and It Is Always Summer. which appeared last year. Now that
it’s possible to read the s&s straight
through, in sequence, it.proves to hold
together surprisingly well; surprisingly in
view of a couple of handllps Helrvig
gave himself. One of there is that the
series got off to a false start, I can’t help
thinking, by the intrusion into The G/aw
Kn&ht of the October Crisis and the
proclamation of the War Measures Act.
It’s sad how often a geaemw political
passion will make an artist lose his BTtlstic judgement - a.9 in some of
Shelley’s political verse (“Men of
England. wherefore plou%/For the
lords who lay you low?) or Beethoven’s
unintentionally comic “Wellington’s
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Vicmry.” V+‘hatthis does Lo The Glass
Ifid$~l is to make it veer between a pr*

mising novel and a didactic political
pamphlet.
But the more serious handicap, this
one deliberately imposed on himself by
Helrig, is that Robert Mallen, Ihe main
character of rhe Lelmlogy, is an nappialing dry slick of a man, for whom it’s
hard to fed much sympathy. The Glass
K&hi
is about Robert’s futile affair
rith Ellzzbeth Ross, who is repelled by
mtn. II Is Always Summer shov/s Ihe
aftermath of this.10 years later, when
Elizabeth. now a distinguished poet.
returns from England and her lesbian
lover and meets Robert again. It’s an
acldevement to have made one readable
and one compelling book out of this
dispiriting story, by providing a full castof living characters to surround the
pallid pair.
In the fwo middle books, Jenn@r
lchich is about Robert’s ex-wife) and
lbe present one, Robert is relegated to
the supporting cast. A Sound Like
Lut@hhreris dominated by new figures:
I&ulrnne Jones, another w-wife looking for a new maw; Michael Remmnant, ’
a pew crook looking for a way 10 stay
out of jail; and Anne Clarkson, a
Queen’s University student whose iwln
goals are Loachieve orgasm and to gain
admission to law school. Actually we
have met Anne before, casually. Near
Ihe end of 77zeGlassli’tdghphl
Ray Sratler,
Ibe raffish designer at the university
press. introduces her 1o Robert, “a preb
ry girl wlith a slightly round face and
light reddish hair.” And at Ihe party on
\Volfe Island that forms Ihe climax of II
Is Alwys Summer we overhear her
rerirling the advances of a lawyer with
whose firm she has refused Lo article thu: we know that she actually did get
her law degree, against all likelihood.
For A Sound Like Laugluer is about
rhe disastrous messes we can get
ourselves into in the pursuir of what
seem to us reasonable goals. Marianne
achieves marriage with her lodger. a
voice coach 81 Ihe university, by exerclsing blackmail to gel him tenure; once
married to him, she sees what a slob he is
and falls for Robert Mallen, of all peaplz. Her pursuit of Robert comes to
disaster in a ludicrous incident that also
rcwks in the exposure to the police of
Remmnant’s drug-dealing. And Anne’s
quests lead her into a temporary criminal
career.

All Ihis is exuberant comedy - and
also very sad. Hence the title. which
comes f&m the momem wh& Anne
achieves one of her two goals - with
Remmnam, who was impotent the first
time they uied: “She came with a sound
like laughter.” Throughout, the reader
makes sounds very like laughter.

The four books form themselves into
a levalogy less from rhe characters and
their stories than from the constant
domination ‘of the physical setting:
Kingston, with’ its two cathedrals, its
prisons, its unlvexsily and its military
college, the limestone buildings that make it seem so much older than it really
is; and always the sucmgly felt presence
of the lake and the islands, portrayed
through the changing seasons - Helwig,
like C.P. Snow, makes frequent and effective use of weather.
For yexs I’ve had my private crlterlon
for rscognhing lhe really good poets:
they all write beautiful prose. By this
standard, David Helwlg is a very good
poet indeed.0
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BARBARA NOVAK

TheRuined Season,by M.T. Kelly,
Black Moss Press, 106 pagas, $9.95
paper (ISBN 0 88753 og5 0).
M.T. KWLY’STHIRDbook, Tke Ruined
Seuson, is a disturbing, moving, yet ultimately maddening work of fiction maddening because it is both so powerful and so flawed.
Kelly’s courage in pushing beyond the
limits of his previously published flctlon
is to be admired - many writers, having
met with Kelly’s early (though modest) ,
success, would have been coolem to
write more of the same. But Kelly is
clearly more interested in taking a risk
and stretching his Literary imagination.
In this sense The Ruined Season can be
seti as a transitional work. It has greater
depth than his first novel, I Do
Remember the Fall. and greaterscope
thanhis novella. The More Loving One.
But stylistically it is more problematical
than either of these earlier works.
It is a novel of landscapes - lntemal
as well as external. The brutality and
isolation of the Onlario North - the
near north, two hours north of Sudbwy
- provides the setting for the story of
Michael Leary and the people who shape
his experience: his wife Bev, his friend
Charlie Ruggles, and Grant Hunw,
who runs the pulp mill in B&S home

TEN TOURS FOR WALKING.
SKATING, BICYCUNG,
AND DRIVING
Harold Kalman and John Roaf
The buildings of Cttawa tell
the story of the city and its
people, from the explorations
of Champlain to the newest
oflice towers.This architectural
guide to the natipn’scapital
contains275 black and white
photographs with a map and
Introductorvtextorecedinae&h
tour description: A handyand
entertaining introductionto
Cttaw& buildings, .&p/oririg
OtMve also reveals interesting
bits of !he city’s social and
political history.$10.95
University ofToronto Press ,

.

town of Barton, where they settle after
they’re married. One of the few differcnces between the physical and emotional hodscapes is thm the former is
“indifferent.”
The characters are
isolated as much by their interior kmd~cape~s...F
they are by the vast wilderness
of the Ontario North.
The novel begins and ends with a
leave-taking, giving the overall structure
a bakmce. It opens in the spring when
Michael leaves Toronto to work on a
geological exploration crew in the bosh.
*‘What had martered to him then was
leaving. getting away from where he
came from.” This tirsr trip north provides a background to Ihe main action of
the norel. which begins in the second
chapter. some five years later, after
Michael has !inished university, traveIled throughout Europe, returned to
Toronto and teacher’s college, and
settled down with his girlfriend Bw,
another graduate of the bachelor of
education program. Together they head
to Banon, where they are married, and
where they have accepted teaching posts
in order to qualify For their permanent
cenificcrtes. It is here that Michael reencounfcrr “the country of his imagination” and discovers, too late. something
abour the nature of humanhy. When the
novel ends Michael is again leaving,
heading sooth this time for Key West
and taking with him “a place that
couldn’t be touched,” and memories of
“*airand water and light.”
Stylistically the novel is strained and
ihe narration self-conscious. Parl of the
problem has to do with the brevity ofthe
cork: it is overpopulated wilh points of
view. The story is primarily Michael’s;
he is the only character who undergoes a
change. And OUTinterest, therefore. is in
his point of view. But we are ushered
into the consciousness of each of Ihe
central characters and many of the
minor ones as well, flipping from one to
the other, from one paragraph to rhe
next. It’s confusing; more than once I
found myself turning the page and having (0 turn back 10 make sure I hadn’t
turned two pagesby mistake. Adding to
the confusion is the fact that the narrator’s point of view is not only judge
memal. but inconsistently judgemental.
Al one point the narration actually

witches

from third person to second

person, suggesting somehow thal
hlichavl and the narrator are one and the
same person:
“\\‘ait a WC.” Takiy hisshin off. hlike
farfed. He’d put it back on in a minute.
but the warmth made him Feel that he

couldn? breathe . . “I can’1take this
Cal.” But !vu took it, and wok it.
The style undergoes a further strain by
its 8rammatieal i~iosyncmsies. the most
mmoying being the punctuation of

dialogue. For
;;;y

some reason

co”“3.9

where one would expect fidl
“Shit.” as he followed the pack.
Charlie stumbled.

“I don’t think this run maka much
money,” Granl’s condescension was
forced, as if he was gulping.
Similarly. full stops appear where one

would expect Lofind commas or ellipses:
“It’s the only way in and out of some of
tbue communhicr. SLIII.”Mikepaused.
“They have 10run il.”
Given these kliosyncrasies, it is sorprising that Lhenovel works as well as il
does. Its power, despite its problems,
testifies to the integrity of its creative
impulse. I look forward to Kelly’s next
novel, to see where The Ruined Seam
will prove to have led him. 0

otherwise remain concealed.”
The second device is strained. The
book starts in Samos, where the philosopher Pythagoras was born in the sixth
century ac, a”d a quotation attributed
to Pythagoras forms its epigraph. So.
far, so good. Bet Pythagoras is a hazy
fgwe.. He is more closely associated
with Italy, where he founded his famous
school, and his thotigbt is know” only at
second hand. Gait’s scattered attempts
to use Pythagoras’s philosophy to

illuml”aatehis own experiqnce and pmvide an answer to thq problems of the
world are unconvincing, and break the
flow of the book.
Gait and hi wife spent a h&rely
summer visiting Pams and Samos in
search of a retreat, evenully living for
two months ln a village on the north
coast of Chios end returtiing .to Athem
by way of Lesbos. Gait th.q set.off on
hls own for quick visits to Rhodes, Kar-

pathos, Crete, Mykonos, and Delos.
Thii change of pace thre~qumten of
the way rbmugh the book is dismnMing for the reader. One can appr~
ciate Gait’s reluctance to waste material,
especially t&e isolated VilIagCof oliipos
on Karpathos, where the worn& still
wear traditional cosU”ne and a Doric

TraUin~ Pythagoras, by George Oak,
Quadrant Editions, 200 pages. $7.95
paper (ISBN 0 86495 016 0).
Bicorddi: Bemembmw of Italy, by
Joyce Meyer, Qiieenston House, 283
pages, $19.95 cloth (ISBN 0 91986665 4)
and $9.95 paper (ISBN 0 919866 66 2).

IN THEOPMlNOchapter of his accol”lI
of an Aegean summer George Oak talks
of the need for “faith in the possibility
of islands, a faith we must all keep Lo
live well.” That faith has drawn so many
people to the Mediterranean that the
contemporary travel wriler’s path is
booby-trapped with clich&..Is there anything new thy can be said?’
Gab i&s i&o devices to give a fresh
angle to his accaunt. The first is lhe
more interesting. .His great-greatgrandfather John Gait travelled extensively ln the Aegean in ihe early 19th
century, writing and attempdng to set up
a clearing-house for British goods that
would circumvenr the Napoleonic
blockade of Bompe. .George Gab looks
aL his ancesror’s exp&iences and muses
on what his reactions would be to 20th
century conditions, trying to fmd “a
perspective, a layer of history that might

dialect is spoken. However, more
discrimination would have resulted in a
more coherent and satisfying book; the
most slgnificanr obsezvatlons in the Bccoont of Oak’s solimry’travels could
easily have bee.n inserted BSasides in the
main narrative. The book’s main
weakness, in fact. is, its paciwg; the
excltive use of the historic present
creates a dream-like effect and was&
potential vitality. i
But enough cavils. Gait’s descriptions
are full of deliihlfully Unexpected
images and flights of whimsical fantasy.
A policeman is dressed “in the manner
of an impoverished New York hood”;
on the mast of Samos “Turkey is so
close that any minor Greek go.d wuld
land a pe.bbIe on its forbidden purple
slopes.” Anyone who has tmvelled in
the Aegean will instantly recognize a
village that is ‘a jumble of spadding
white cubes like an evaporated sea-pool
of perfect salt crystals.”
The changing moods and lighr of
Greece are ever-present background
history and social commmt are intmduced effectively and unobtrusively; and
the extmordii
cast of incidenml
characters providea constam entertab+
ment. Particularly memorable are the
septuagenmian

landlady

who

wrote

obituaries for the local paper and
offered Lorake Oak and his wife up in a
small plane; the plate-s”ashing resmlraeur whore method of serving desserl
was to hurl the fruit al the diners piece
by piece; the soldier whose reaction to

-

Y

the mention of Canada was “Makm
Droodo” - her memoirs having bee”
serialized in the Greek press.
Gab was lucky enough to live on a”
i&md as yet unspoiled by tourism; for
anyone who remunbers what the
Aegean ras like before the tourist boom
it is a relief to learn that such places do
still exist. He realizes that “we are, in a
ray. last witnesses of this place.” In
contrast. he desetibes “the onoe-luh
city of Rhodes,” now “a grey garde” of
stillborn. concrete blocks, hotel after
hutel after hotel. the transient castles of
our aged,” and Mithymna. after “the

mm, why should the reader care about
their tedious details?).
Meyer’s writing ls comp$ent and
generally entertaining but not in the
same class as Oak’s poetic prose.
Riwrdi is a much more trivial and
ephemeral
book than Trailing
Pythagoras but one message ls the same:
the rapid destruction of much of the
richness and beauty of Meditnranean
life. Perhaps the most important task
for a contemporary travel writer ls to
bring home to his readers, before it ls
coo late, the devastating side-effects of
tourism. 0
I

mysterious removal of the harmless local
lunatic who, it was feared, might disturb
the tourists. Nothing disturbing can be
found here now, and nothing compelling
either.” hi these warni= lies the main
value of his book.
Joyce Meyer went to Italy for a vacation in the early 1960sand stayed for 11
years. working for the United Nations in
Rome and later selling farmhouses and
castles in Tuscany. Her book is a lively
personal munoir of a people and a way
of life. (At timer too personal: if eve”
she was frustrated. by her affairs with a
series of unsatisfactory or unavailable
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~FEAlllRE REVIEW

More subdued and economical kq~ his
earlier work. A.N. Wilson’s sixth novel ends
with a feeling of cold irony

By RUPERT SCHIED~

V.‘lz Virgl”, by A.N. WiIso”. Seeker ’
R Wotburg (Collins), 185 pages_$19.95

cloth (ISBN 0 436 37608 2).
A.N.v:t~so~~ssecond-last novel is called
ii7m Kis Gswu!d Fish? The question is
quite Y applicable to the author and his
c-arks. Iiaviw discovered Wilson’s
novels only tv:o years ago through
British reviews. I saw a” advertisement
for the latest and eagerly combed the
half dozen book stores I ordinarily find
most helpful, only to draw bla”k reao
tions. The libraries could produce his
evlier works, but this one - no, not
even a” order slip. The local agent didn’t
do anything to help solve the mystery.
Details about Wilson himself are just
as hard to come by. I’ve managed to
assemble about 10, not including his
give” namer: born 1950, Stafford&a;
grerr up in Wales; educated at Rugby
and Oxford; received sevual prizes, includiag three for his fourth novel;
teaches English literature (where?): martied, tw children; literary editor of The
Spxfato~
a writer of penetrating
review; author of a biography of
Milton. a study of Scott, and most per&
nent. si. novels, published in S’KND
ccssive years.
The tiat three relatively short novels,
The Sweets of Pimlico (1977). Ungmrd-

ed Hours (1978). and Kindly. Lighhr
(1979) (the latter two with titles from

asoects of the early Wauah - such
phrases as “too sh&“g” and perhaps
Victorian hymns) p-t
the sometimes . the “ante of the heroine 6f the fust
work. Evelyn-Ronald Firbank, bits of
biarre ,~petiences of a single itppermiddleclass character of limited pucep- Cotvo, and Anthony Burgess of the
lions, and stake out what has continued
Enderby sties.
In his fourth novel, Tt& Heding Arl
to be Wilson’s territory: intricate per(1980). Wilson occupies the same tersonal relations. Evelyn in the first and
Nonnan Shotover in the linked second
titory but shifts his unphasis in dealing
and third are involved with a number of ! with personal relations. The ‘central
people, each relationship marked by
figwe here, *Pamela, intelligent, sencompetition. power struggles that insitive, strives not for domhiatlon but for
cammunieation; sex is presented, again
@de both dominance and depewlence.
These are epitomized in varied s&al
in some variety, but this time as a means
relations: hetemsexusl, homosexual,
to or part of that co”unu”icatio”. The
gerontophllial, sadomasochlltic. and ittstress falls here not on the events.
cest”O”S, often casual, usually enacted
although they alx cmclal - two interoff stage. Two other interests inhabit
twined ‘mastectomies
- but on
Wilson territory: chwch matters, bften
character. Farce and caticature are less
comic, and details of urban, often Lonevident, overshadowed by Pamela’s conda”, Victorian architectwe. The somecern for truth. kindness, and serenity.
what static characters are involved in
The structure follows the pattern of
coincidences, misunderstandings. surcomedy: error, self-discovery, “epiphany” (Wilson’s word), endhtg in rraewal
prlsing intetll”kii&, reappearances.
and new beginnings. Wilson replaces the
confmntatlons that suggest chaos and
incoherence as the centre of existence.
chaos and incoherence of the earlier
The result ls not comedy, but the comic;
novels with decmum. fomt, and moral
blgbly entertaining foibles and idiosynstandards. One of the characters says to
crasies presented in farce, caricature,
Pamela: “But you aren’t chamcters i”
with some elenwnts of satire. They lack
At&n,”
voicing one of the corn&sons that become increasingly apt as
the balance and control of comedy in its
comprehensive sense. These early novels
the novel progresses: no longer with
are reminiscent of some of the lighter
Waugh and company but, in the pairing
_!
.&-II 1981. Books in cTada
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of taste and cowieuce, acstheties and
ethics. v:ith such writers as Jane Austm
and Henry James.
The next bear, 1981, Wil&s Iongest
novel to date appeared, who Was
Owtdd Fish? It’s a puzzling work. Like
T2e Healing Art it is a forward-moving
novel, but the process here is not in
growth of character but in Ihe unscrmnblip of the relationships of six generadons of the Fish family. The tangled in:
tertwinings. familial and sexual, tbe
parallels and contrasts, Izeal the farce
of the earlier novels. Gothic revival archltecture Is cenrral. Varieties of love
recur; rcunantic love is a” obsession.
These subjects are not powerful enough
to bear the weight of the complicared
lmnies. satire, and what one character
labels “hectic comic me!odmma.” I”
addition to echoes of early Waugh and
Firbank, tham are two loathsome, entertaining, destructive children worthy of
Willlam Trevor. Wilson’s fmt “oval
bears the dedication, “For John Bayley
and Iris Murdoch,” husband and wife,
and the novel suggests rhe superticial
side of Murdoch. Perhaps the reference
to Meny” Peak& Gormenghastis more
relevmm. After the balance and contml
of The Healing Art, Who Was O.smnid
Fish? is entertaining but, for me, it was

also a puzelbtg

disappointment.
So, I began Wise Virgo with some apprehEnsio”. The sudden opening “‘Many me,’ said Louise Agar” - is
followed by two and a half pages in
wvhii the two central factors of the
novel ‘we established: the obsession of
Giles Fox, librarian and research editor,
with a medieval tract, “an extended
meditation o” the Gospel parable of the
Wise and Foolish Virgins”; and the
position of @ur .wome” - Mary, first
wife, a beauty, guilty of unpardonable
infidelities, dead in childbirth; Tibba,
their daughhlecwho inherits her beauty;
Carol, second wife, beautiful, sexually
desirable, killed by a passing ear; and
now Louise, hi research assism’nt,plain,
‘%mpish.” These facts are esrablished
by sound, touch, and reflection. One
detail is withheld for 14 pages: a calamity for a scholar, his sudden blindness.
The conearns of Lhefive earlier novels
are continued hem: the power struggle,
sexual rivahy and variety, architectural
details. If Who Was Oswald Fish?
resembles Wilson’s first three novels in
its plot complications and elements of
melodrama and farce, thii more eeonomieal, more subdued latest work is
related to The Healing Art. It is not
coitidental ‘that the Tretk of tom

-

The story of a fanatic baseball lover who
builds hls own baseball diamond and
magically calls back to life all the great players
of the past - including his hero, Shoeless Joe
Jackson.
The BEST in contemporary
available in paperback.
-
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now

hen&.&he on which Giles and Louise
labour pmvidea the prefatoty quotation
for the earlier novel. Again the fotm ls
that of comedy, here with two lines of
developmaul: that of Giles and that of

Tlbba, his daughter. Both seem to
realize their self-d&eptio” and learn to
face reality: his corruption and her sexuality. Seemingly renewed, “ear the end.
Giles can whisper fo Louise. “Marry
‘me.” Neat.
It is. somehow. despite its aeonmny
and control, a less satisfying work than
The Healing Art perhaps because of a
coldness, unrelieved by the devices used
by, Wilson to bring about Giks’s selfdiscovery: a dream and meditation.
Whereas the earlier novel ended with the
rvamuh of a fairy-tale “Envoy,” this is
concluded by two small ironies and
perhaps a levelling, all-encompassing
third - the inf&ting prevalent iu the
field of British Middle-English mholarship. A narrower novel, it still occupies
part of that Wilson territoryin wvhlchhe
operates. when at hi be&so sueeusfully. That territory and its effects am indicated by a quotation fromConrad that
Wilson. uses LO ptefaca a review of
another novelisr:
Conrad’s Marlow. in Chance.Kpoundsthe idea that fietiouand gossip
springirom the samewellsof curiosity
in the humanmind. ‘*Isit merelytlmhal
we may amuse ourselvesby gosriping
about each other’saffairs?” he is asked: replying in charaeleristie-ally
smwous vel”, “It would still be a
very respeemblcprovision if it were
only for that end. Bul fmm that same
provision of understanding there
sprig in us wmpassiou.charily, indlgualion.the senseof solidarity;a”d
in mindsal any largenerr.a” iuvhatie” to that indulgencewhll is nexLto
affeeIio”.”
AL hi best, in The Healing Art, NUson
accomplishes the effect Conrad i”dicates. In any of his works the reader
can, expact witIng that is ptise,
graphic, each person and abject sensually realized. and the reflection of a witty
and inventive mind.‘Wilson would seem
to enjoy writing and to set out to make
the readerenjoy his work.0

.

By JOHPf OUGHTON

A S;ld Device, by Roo Borson,
Quadrant Edilions, 64 pages, $5.95
papzr (ISEN 0 St395 01I X).
.GIvinprGack Diamonds, by Marilyn
Bowcring. Press Por&pic. 96 pages,
56.95 paper (ISBN 0 88878 200 4).
Borer Bourcc;l, by Carolyn Smart,
Fiddlehead Poelry Books, unpaginated,
56.00 paper (ISBN 0 86492 018 0).
IN CAKlLYPI
SMART3 Rasr
book of
poetry, Swimmers in Oblivion, she
observed that her woroan friends “speak
like poets. and when I think poets,/ I
think men. and the way they speak like
v:omcn,/ and I can understand them.”
She suggests that, although poetry is
traditionally regarded BSa masculine art,
in fact it comes from a state of mind or
v:orld-viev: that is essentially feminine.
Ne’re come a long way, baby, fmm
Robert Graves’s assertion in Tie While
Goddess that women (at least heterosexual ones) don’t really belong in the
portic ranks by virtue of the Muse’s
fcmininhy. The most excitiw development in 20th~century North American
poetry may, in the long run, not be Pmjftiive Verse or Imagism but rathex the
number of good wotnao poets who have
been published. How much poorer the
poetry shelves would be withoot Avison,
Atwood, HD, DiPrima, Levertov, Mae
Era”, Plrth, and Rich (to name just a
fw:).
The same is true of this later crop of
poets. As each is around 30. their technique will no doubt refme and mature with
age. But they already have individual
voices, v:ays of relating their percep
tions, that are subtly different from the
pro”o”nceme”ts of male poets.
Roe Borson’s lines throw off the most

mysteriou; forcesbehind nature and
are ripe with
unseal detail. These are her major
tbemcs. and she often combines them in
images that are exact a”d alarm@.
Witness this from “The How of Wii”:
i-irel;lacslaps a.+vinrrrhe w;ndow
male-female relation&ii

rhs rind shakesif #heWJ a mcm
soml?lir.zes
rhmw his 1$2 ogoins,o wnll.

Like Margaret
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Borson

seldom finds the physical world to be
fved or stable. Under the deceptive
facades of field or sky wait chaos or
alien beings. This approach can prbduce
Houseman’s veritication of poetic effect
- the hairs rising on the back of the
neck - with lines like these from “October, Hanson’s Field”:
&xl chlrl~ Ihe pumpkins.
like planeIs nm ngmund. or
buous#hedead bang ordo..
lbeir eysr lb in lhe loam
.. . I look at Ihe ground
u if if wereone-naryglass
The dmd am see me.
Most of A SodDevice depends heavily
on similar tropes for its effect. Borson
sometimes leans too heavily on them,
with the result that her less sore control
of line-breaks and stmctwe begins to
show. Too many riches sometimes .&It
her ships. This is evident in the title
poem which begins:

are brilliant images in there, but
they lead off in too many dkections for
one rat. Borson is most successful when
her metaphors an allusive rather than
ew
in “Night Walk, Thinking of
One Who Could Have Been a Lover.
Now MiIa Away” she builds a haunting
portrait of an hwomplete relationship
without directly comparing either it or
the non-lover to anything.
The back-cover blurb compares her to
Hopkins, perhaps pwaatorely. She has
not yet found technical innovafions to
equal his quirky rhythm, but there ls al
least one basis for the comparison. Like
Hopkins she is tremendously sensitive to
the small and Ithings of nature. One
of ha ooems describes her soendina
three h&s simply walking in a field;
and her work shows that she does indeed
have the vision and imagination to find
much more there than most of os, and to
wrap those treasures in memorable lines.
Marilyn Bowring’s fiftli coUection.
Giving Back Diamcwds, must be one of
lhe few poetry books with dress and
jewellery credits. Marilyn, in a dress by
“Chloe. fmm Creeds” and diamonds by
Tony Calvetti and others, smres out
from ha cover with a wry deadpan
befitting her epigram borrowed from
Zsa 2ZsaGahor: “I aever hated a man
enough to give diamonds back.”
Bothering does give diamonds back,
moulded from the coal of her WCpeiience. In contrast to Borson’s lush
bouquets of imagery, Bowring’s lies
are honed. her words deliberately and
deceotivelv simole. Lie her West-Coast
There

____-

go for the grand slam. Bowring writes
elliptically, sparely, from a acnsibility
that might serve as a modd for the
younger woman poet, both delicate and
tough. A single readll of these poems
gives the sense that you have jwf missed
something:

and undermines/mm them.

That perception makes sense in reflect
lion rather than immediacy; it pulls you
,’ back to follow its own line again.
The poems indeed have a logic of their
own, mirroring and amplifying each part
and then ringing changes before the echo
sows. The best ones have the impact of
a dream 9r fairy tale. She eve” manages
one more pr2ssin.gfrom old grapes in
“Pendope’s HaUs”:
II ts 0 dlr7iadf r/me,

.

thefuhwe brancheslike II mndelabm.
In the da& ba// tbe suitor lie
acrossthe tableslike sick hen%
Is them 0 choice,qfter all.
in ths kind of beggarthe go& send?
Occasionally she removes a bit too
much of the cotmective tissue between
idea and image, making the poem difficult for the reader to eaplore: the two
serial poems “Mary Shelley” and “Sea
Changes” suffer from this. But most of
the single poems are, without flashy
effects, singular.
Of the three. poe& Carolyn .sma
comes closest to writing in the confe+
sional mode. Most of her poems me fmt
or second person, and the “you” is
someone dose to her; a lover or her dead
mother. Reading too many of them at
once produces a feeling of constriction,
from b&g locked behind one set of
eyes.When shedoes adopt a persona or
write in the third person (as in “Grace,”
aboul hex governess) it works; she
should try it more often.
This overly personal tone may stem
from her view that Toronto Is not the
place to wear one’s heart on one’s
sle.X?:

Through her annour she watches her
frIemis for evldenoe of the emotkmal life
underneath - the way Borson watcha
fields - aad the strongest moments in
Pow% somv?.s are when she capt!xes
such a fIavh of self-revelation:
Eve&’day I’m opPnwchbzgthe dark
PlX%

blood, the &I of tha grave- but sh;
prefers a finesse where Musgrave would

.
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powwful. “Blood Is Sap Is Desire” is a
sustained metaphor that becomes $otb
erotic and illuminating. “Nom>’ captures the querrioning energy inside a
wxnan friend.
The certainty with which she handles
feelings sometimes deserts her when she
srrains for an image.Her occasionalwntures inlo end-rhymes are not always
successful either:
In riwdo, someoneis @ina.
I wishto God thosefmgs
wddstop tbetr aytng.
Smart has the sensibility and

ear of a
poet. If she can broaden her range and
improve her techniques she could pmduct work in rhe dsss of Bowering or
Borson. One minor production quibble:
her bud: is blighted noI only by a pallid
cover design but also by rhe absence of
page numbers, althou#~ il has a list of
titles. Borson’s has numbers but no titles
list. Publishers should serve readers
better. !2

New Poems. by Henry Moscovitch.
Mosaic Press/Valley Editions, 128
psges, $7.95 paper (ISBN 0 88962 1705).
CopifalMlc Affecllonl. by Frank
Davey, Coach Houre Press, 88 paw.,
65.95 paper (ISBN 0 88910 244 9).
Elac!<Orchid, by A.F. Moritz, Dreadnaught, 96 pages, $5.95 paper (ISBN 0
919567 13 4).
wwx hnwzc~wTcHwas a pmdl. His
tint book, The Serpent Ink. was
published by Contact Press when he was
only IS years old. He was scarcely 20
when his second collection appeared,
and by that Limehe was also an editor of
Cataract. He was included in Poetry 64,
where John Robert Colombo called him
“surprisingly
accomplished
and
da&al.”
Charles Olson remembered
Moscovhch as an ex-wrestler pod who
heckled him for not writing like W.B.
Yeats at a reading that Olson gave in
Toronto lo the early 1960s. After thal
Moscovilch sesms to have disappeared
from the poetry scene in Canada, and

New Poems is in

fact his first book since
the publication of The Laughing Storm
in 1961.
Mosmvitch’s early poetry owed an
enormous amount to Layton: it was
cocky, selfdeclarative, and .somewhat
rhetorical. I wonder, for example, if
many readers could guess the authorship
of ‘How to Use an Envious Poetaster”
if they were &zn a list of names to
chaos; from that included both Layton
and Moscovitch. Of course mosr
.23-year-old poets display somedegree of
derivativenesr, and if in retrospect it is
the heavv load of indebtedness In
b&co&h’s
posms which stands out,
has noibechany furrherwork available
by which lo measure his progress.
New Poems exhibits a poet much
changed from the author of The Sqnmt
Ink, but I am nol sure that the change
could be called progress. The apparent
self-centredness is still present; there is
scarcely a poem that doss not revolve
around Ihe word “I.” The raucous
the point where Ihe poems read largely
like diary mules. Clearly a good deal of
pZn lies behind the constant soulsearching, the persistent references 1o a
woman who comes inlo and leaves the
poet’s life agaln and again, and the
recurring concern with poetry itself. But
none of this, finally, has much body
except for the figure of the poet himself,
and Moscovitch’s language is pot powerful enough to wnvince us that his
musings are important.
Leonard
Cohen’s prefamry poem speaks of “art
80 pure? and “retined address,” but I
do not see that the prosaic, unrhylhmic
line Moswvitch has chosen to we can be
defended on the bask of purity and
rdinement:
on SJrunloreresd
mu’betmwt waits
/or AA

As 1 read
Af/etiott!,

Prank Davey-‘sG@&tic
Moscovitch’s tins ran
through my head more than once: “I
will never learn new/languages/My
inind is too slow.” It is being perhaps
too generous to label comic strips (on
which Davey’s book cent@ a language,
but certainly they constirute a broad
basis of reference or (God forbid) a
body of knowledge with which some
readers will be familiar and some (the
youage ones?) not. I rather enjoyed the

book, though it left me a litdo puzzled.
Former 7%h titers have been criticized
for their earnestness, but Davey, like
Bowering. can be funny. and it is the
humour - rechen% though it is to
some extent - fhal appeals in this new
book of ooems. For eaamole. Davey
provides &mments on his b&k from
seven critics (“What the Reviewers Have
Said”), and they sound accurate enough
to be predktions. I only hope that tbe
journals supposedly cited are gsmq
enough to send their review copies to the
persons Davey bar so neatly recomme.ndwL The circle of life bniw
art
imitatina life would’lhen be comolete.
DavGls of course after more timn an
extended joke, and CapitafLvtic A_&ctimtf is also an exploration of the extent
to which comic strips did not merely
re!lect a culture but also helped to
mould its attitudes:

dcawoy.

&about fantasy, after all. and
objects of fulfllment they offered now
seem stereotypical, mhdirected, even
unheakhy. at least in some ways, they
differ little from most other artifacts of
popular culture. Furthermore. Davey is
not tiling a sociological tract. and his
text is so contrived that no one can pin
on him any rigorous point of view. One
of the “Edirorial Reports” he offers as
part of the book runs as follows: “I
think he’s trying to tell us that the old
coloured eomica formed his view of the
world. Indeed, that is silly.” So the
poet, finally, is ambivalent, or he has it
bolh ways. The names of the comiostrip
charactersoccur almost like words io a
magic text. despite the sex-stereotyping
and violence that were endemic to the
stripsand which Davey makes no effort
to hide or d&y. cCpit&tic ~%ctfionf
is meant to evoke, not to judge, and at
thal it succ&ds well.
A.F. Moritz’s Black Orchid occupies
a kind of middle ground between the
day-book persons&m of Henry Moscovitch and the more obdurate surfacu of
Frank Davey’s poems. Morita ls a
romantic to the extent that the formal
centre of his poetry is rhe image conceived as a mediatorberween language
and reality. He goes so far (in his afterword) as to “se the wxd “sa~eo~”
to describe rhe nature of poetry, a word
tharunavoidablyputs one in mind of the
basically egocentric artist who seeks a
measure of objectivity for his arI by
appealing to its rei&ibusfunction. This

is partially true of Moritz’s poetry. and
though Michael Cameron, in his foreword. su_xests that “it might be our age
rather than the poet tbm Is at fault,” 1
am not so sure. The afterword is full of
opinions about such hoary generalities
as frez will. faith, reality, and contemporary thought. poets are of courseentitled to have opinions about such
thing. but I’m not convinced that they
belong in their books. Opinions, after
all, are debatable, and poetry should be
anything but debatable. I finished
Moorib’safterword with the feeling that
thr port doth protest too much.
Black Orchid is a handsome book, bat
it is also overproduced. It includes an
introduction by a critic, an afterword by

the poet, is illwtrated throughout, and.
the smallI format and narrow mar&s

&mbine to give the reader little
brealhing space. Perhaps these things
make the poems seem somewhat claustrophobic, or perhaps it is Mmitz’s
reliance oo quasi-surrealistic imagery to
carry his poems forward:
A black orchid mnvoks bes
(II yaw b&y’s oenm
II slcm 4/ urble
connects it 10 dt.2ground.
New whereyou stand. the fihes
lap UPan wc of lighl
and hang In n minbow
over the dlsgorgiing cl.$t.
TM
approach to language

ahvays
seems manifestly to do the opposite of

,..

what it intends; that is, while it is meant
almost to speak itself, it nevertheless
sounds contrived, almost staged.
Despite Moritz’s contention that “a
poem, once created, stands befoR as as
an enigmatic beiw which reveals that
expression is a phenomenon
of
presence,” passages like the one cited
above strike one as commonplace events
poetized in a crafty manner. Morlta can
write well, bat much of the time his
poems get clogged with their own high
imaginings. As William Carlos Williams
once put it, “the minute you let yourself
be’carried away by purely ‘architectural’
or ‘literary’ reasoning without consultig the thing fmm which it 8rew,
you’ve cut the lifegiving artery.” 0
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Canada’s wartime interment of political
dissenters is another reminder that our civil liberties
are not as secure as we may think

By MXRGAiETLAURENCe

Dangerous
Patriols:
Canada’s
Unlxmw Prisoners of War, by William
Repka and Kathleen Repka, New Star
Books, 249 pages, 814.95 cloth (ISBN
0 919573 OS 1) and $7.95 paper (ISBN
0 919573 07 X).

volve anytblng like the numbers of
Japanese Canadians who were Incareerated. but that Is not the poinL It involved the same violation of civil liberties.
In the spring of 1940. more than 100
left-wing and labour activists were
rounded up by the RCMP in various
parts of Canada, and were interned in
AS;I PEOPLE.we Canadians tend to take
prisoner-of-war
camps, first in
our freedoms for granted. Yet time and
Kananaskis, Alta.. or Petawawa. Ont.,
time again it has been shown that our
and later in Hull, Que. Some had
civil liberties m not as secure as we
previously been charged with dllributwould like to believe. The War Measures
.ing leaflets, and a few received jail
Act, needing only cabinet approval to be
put into force., in 1942sent some 21,CxlO sentences for this activity. Upon release,
they were at once rearrested and ioteminnocent Japanese Canadiis - men,
ed. In no c&e were charges ever laid
v:omen. and children - into i-meat
agalost any of those imprisoned in
camps in the interior of B.C. Their proP.O.W. camps. There was quite obperty was seized, and none of those peoviously no case against them. Yet they
ple ever received adequate compensawere labelled “prisoners of war” and
tion. The same act invoked in October,
“enemy aliens.” They were bnerned
1970.sent hundreds of innocent Quebec
without trial. In most cases they had no
ois to jail. Dungemus &/riots tells the
access to legal help or ta their families.
story of another instance of tbe use of
They were simply carted off, usually late
the War Measures Act, a story virtually
at night or very early In the nioming, apunknown until now, except 10 the perparently with no civil rights whatsoever.
sons involved, their families and friends
William Repka, a few yearsago, inter- and of course the RCMP and the
viewed 16 of&ese rued and tic of their
government, who sought to keep the
wives. After his death in 1980. his wife
matter secret. This episode did not in-

Kathleen Repka comp2eled the book. It
is a. cbillhtg reminder that civil liberties
can aever be taken for granted. After
more than 40 years. it Is not surpri&.g
that some of the events are xcalled in
sliihtly different delall by those Interviewed. What is striking, however, Is
that after so Mary years these men and
women rrmembcred so vividly and with
such bitter hurt those low-ago times.
What complicated. their situation in
the early wua of the Second World War
m.3

thiimany

munists.
and

of

them ww

EON-

the Communist Party of
Canada opposed the war at first, seeing
it as an attempt on the part of an imperlallstic Britain to involve Canada in a
European war. They were, however, all
passionately opposed to the fascist
regimes in Germany and Italy. This
anomaly must have caused a lot of
agonized debate. When the Soviet
Union came Into the war on the Allied
side, in June of 1941, the Canadian communists gave their fill support to the
war effort. Nevertheless, the last of the
inlemed men were not released until
1942.
Although the Canadian eommuoists

v:ere no doubt overly optimistic in their
belief that the Soviet Union was the
v:orkera’ paradise, they had never advocated the ovetthrow of the Canadian
government by violence. Most of them
wre union organizers ot journalists and
editors of left-wing and labour papers,,
some of which were Ukrainian-language
publications. As such, they were, of
course, viewed with hostility by the
establishment and the government for
trying to improve appalling working
conditions, especially among ethnic
minorities, duria the hungry ’30s. Most
of them had either been born in Canada
or had become Canadian citizens. More
than a third of them were of Ukrainian
or other Slavic descent, end a sizeable
proportion v:ete Jewish. One of them
was Jacob. Penner, a respected and
much-loved alderman in North Winnipeg - a post to wbIch he waapromptly re-elected upon his release and in
v:hich he served for many years
thereafter. One of them was Dr.
Howard Lovrrie, a well-known Toronto
physIcian. One was Joe Wallace, the
Iobour poet, who was both a communist
and a practiring Roman Catholic.
It is not difficult to imagine how these
men must have felt, Iabelled as “enemy
uliens” in their own land. Standard procedure in the httemment camps was to
place one of these young men in a hut
with II captured German Nazis ot Italian fascists. They ultimately won the
tight to have their own huts. They wee
forced to wear P.O.W. uniforms with a
large red circle on the back of the jacket,
which could serve as target for the
guards’ riIler if anyone had tied to
escape. Their letters to their wives and
families were heavily censored, and they
were not allowed visitors. Many of their
vrives were left with no support, with
young children.
They kept their spirits ui~by organichtg craft classes, language classes,
literature classes, and by composing and
singiy their own songs. Some of Joe
Wallace’s best known poems were wtitten in the internment camps. Humour
was another survival tactic. Bill Repka
taught English to some of the Ukrainian
Canadians who needed fluency in the
language, and in turn he improved his
own knowledge of Ukrainian. At one
point one of his “students” tried to
translate the English proverb, “The
spith was willing but the fksh was
wa!;,” into Ukrainian. It came out as
“The \rodlta was good but the meat was
terrible.” The men were starved for
new and muld only get newspapers in
which all war news had been scissored
out. Pat Lenihan’s wife once sent flower
seeds wapped in copies of The Cmadim Tribune, the left-wing paper. Being
by this time adept at evading the censor.

Leniham wrote back “saying that the
ttlbunlas and petunias had arrived in
very good shape.”
But there is little enough of humour
here. The young Bill Repka had been an
organizer among the scandalously
underpaid and exploited sugarbeet
workers in Alberta when he was arrested
in 1940 at the age of 2.5. In his own
words, remembering the two years of his
unjust imprironqxent, “You can’t get
away from feeling hurt and alienated
when you are locked up in your own
country. I wa$born in Canada, but coming out of school in the Depression
meant I was locked inlo a permanent
state of poverty. For youngsters leaving
school in the thkies there were vexy few
alternatives. You could go into business
and begin to rip off your own people or
work with other poor people to climb
out of that poverty. These thoughts tyece
constantly on my mind....”
These men’s wives had other sttuggla: to keep their families fed, to work
for the release of their husbands, to protect their childmn (insofar as it was
possible, and mostly it wasn’t) against
the taunts of other nelghbourhood children. They were tremendously supportive of one another. They didn’t call it
.‘%isterhood” in those days, but that was
what it was. Some of their older sons
ultimately joined up. Mary Prokop says,
“Imagine how the mothers felt with
their husbands behind barbed wire and
their sons joining the Army.” What
courage and heartbreak are implied in
that statement.
Aftet their final release in 194%many

of these men joined the Canadian Armed Fotces and fought in Europe. Some
of them died there.
I thll of something F.R. Scott said in
Essays on the Constitution, in a” essay
written in 1933and published once again
in the 1977collectiott. “The time, it is to
be hoped, has gone by, wrote John
Stuatt Mill. when any defence would be
necessary for the principle of freedom of
speech. His hope was vain. The time for
defending freedom never goes by.
Freedom Is a habit that must be kept
alive hy use.”
Lest we forget.,Dan.gem~ Patrl0t.v is

By ROBERT KROETSCH

Montage for an Intentellar Cry. by
Andrew Suktiaskl, Tumstone Press, 75
-.
$6.95 paper (ISBN 0 88801048 6).
The Mosshank Canon, by E.F. Dyck,
Turnstone Press. 87 pages, 87.50 paper
(ISBN 0 88801 077 Xl.
nvo IlEaNT BOc2K.sof poetry from
Turnstone Press illustrate two very dlfferent ways of structuring content in the
long poem. Andtew Suknaskl’s Afonrage&r m IntemeUar Cm is a fastpaced projectile on the edge of
unconttol,
and Ed Dyck’s The
hfossbank Gmon is a tlghtlyaculpted
rrflcetiou of the sttuctute of the I Ching
and of the musical “canon” or
“round.”
Dyck’s book consists of “sixty-four
poems, six lines each, in eight parts,
delineating the parallel lives of Mao Tse
Tung, founder of revolutionary China,
and Jong, a Chinese immlgmnt in Mossbank, Saskatchewan.” He tells us it is an
“mperiment in form” to provide a
“resonance othetwise lacking from my
telling of a particular story.” The experiment h engaging. Besides the I CM@
structure Dyck collages Jong’s story
chrouologlcally. The story of this
Chinese immigrant along whh the
history of Mossbank and Moosejaw ate
the central threads, with allusions to
Mao’s biography juxtaposed alongside.
The advantage of tbIs method provides
othetwlse unavailable confluences. Thus
the images feel fresh and support imagInary narratives: “The wind blew two
blossoms acmss. the ocean/f!mn the
Pe&‘s Repubhc to the White Dove
But the way Dyck used his set stru(F
tun tends too often to undercut the
movement of the poem. The lines seem
choppy and frequenti too conWiVed.
The followhtg heqram,
for example.
thou8h it offets interesting hnagerelating possibilities in the conteat of the
whole poem, Is overburdened with the
preponderance of the structural conception.
w-ted in Chan#m:mwdhitatedin ctrlcs
IheRedArnry dirpmwd theredstar’s thmn
:Penetratedeeply
Lure the enemy
long’s bon!steamedon throughthembysm

The lines are broken or not, I aswnx.
accordi” to the cast or throw. At times
this works well. but I miss tbe play of
possibilities amund it. Some of the
lanyage comes through as simply too
derivative of the I Citing language.
Though I admire what Dyek is attanptin8 I feel be too freque”tIy sacrifice the
energy of the language tti the idea of the
form.
The major problem with Suknaski’s
poem, ou the other hand, ls that it sometimes feds over-edited. The poem has
such encrfl, that at times I wish editors
David Amason and David Carr had let
more of the wildness in. Nonetheless it is
through their edltiy that the prolific
smtteering of Suknaski’s continuing
poetic i”vesti&ous was t&en some
manqqable shape. The book feels very
much to8eth.z despite its urge to kick
out the janw.
Like Dyck’s book, Montage for a”
Brtc&+flu Cg works at the juxtaposition of coordinates. The jacket
blurb says “Suknaski draws on his mats
in the experimental poetry of the ’60s to
produce a pyrotechnic coUa8e encompassing the I+LXmissile, Wood htounmin. Pmachet% Chile. prehistoric man
and the world of urban fringes.” Where
Dyck’s experiment tends to delimit connections by its focus on structure.
Suknaski’s approach generates co”ne@
tions because the method of composition is more open, which allows more
possibilities, and also because of the intense ener8y and freedom of the poet’s
voice.
The range of Suknaski’s voice here
moves throu8h incantation. asyntactlc
jive, non-lineal outburst, I,atin, SansI:rit, Norse etymologies, voice theatre.
song. and lyric. He uses big words like
“rites of passage” and “universe” and
spreads his poetry over the whole page
to notate a variety of chunks cif thou8bt
and rhythm.

things. The poem’s primary locus is
Winnipeg and it ends with a “cry” by
the Sdne River in St. Bonifaee: “my
woman has/the right of the cry/ . . . yoi
have/the right of the cry/we all have the
rI8ht of the cry.” The whole piece is a
wondeiful ground in which the 14 felt
need of “t-be cry” is activated.
Suknaski, with the help of his editors.
has made a very successful poem, and
Dyek has carried through a” intri@“8
experiment. Because of the different
approaches Suknaski’s poeni offers a
more intense and articulate energy than
Dyck’s, which seems constricted. But
both writers are worth our atteotlo” for
their inte.ll&e”ca and the chances they
take. 0
.
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The I850 starting date marks .the
publiition of Jam&Beave”‘s Eleme”u
@fNalumi Theology the first expressly
philosophical ‘book produced in
mong other philosophm
Canada.
considered? are William Lyall, George
Paxton Youn& John Clark Murray,

The Faces of Ream”: An Essay on
Philosophy aad Culture la Eaglkh
Canada 188&1950, by Leslie Armour
and Elizabeth Troll, Wilfrld Lauria
University Pias, 548 pages, $17.00 cloth
(ISBN 0 88920 107 2).
~“6 IJN,QUE~~~6a6t.1~~represents the
culmination of a trend evident in other
areas of our nillure for at least a decade:
the attwnpt to discern or create sptilicaIIy Canadian identities through &surrection and contemplation of historical
material. It was perhaps inevitable that
this tendency should finally manifest
itself at the mgst general level of
theoretical rationalization and scbolarship - namely, in philosophy. The coauthors are professional phtlonopbers:
Leslie Armour (Logic and Reality. The
Concept of i%:h. The Ideaaf
and the C&is of Community)

The poem is full of lepnd. story,
roots, achetypes, “the spell of words
decodia8 the sacred cypher.” His voice
x<ms to confront a material and b”plode it so that it not so much goes off in
all directions but connects a multitude of

dian Intellectual library from now 0”.
Faces Is organized around a b&f that
reason and the Canadian envlmnmat
have mmbined to produce “philosophieal federalism” - a characteristic use
of reas6n directed toward reconcllii
conlIictlng values. Thus is broached the
existence of a CYladian philosophy, in
somewhat the same sense as there is Germa” or French philosophy. Biograpbieal
sketches lilld densely argued sum~ira
of the positions of philosophers who
spent significant portions of their working lim in Canada’are presented in context with maor influences and cornpeting positions of the time. Standard
(i.e.,
philosophical
notions
Utilitarianism) are explained in considerable detail. so that the summaries
make sense to the general reader. This
may also help the specialist in estimating
the aeeurasy of the summaries. BS a
good deal of the authors’ ovi”
understandina of “hiloroohv is thereby

Canada

is a professor of philosophy at the University of
Ottawa and past chairman of the department at Cleveland State University;
Bll+beth TYott, who earned her Ph.D.
in philosophy under Professor Armour’s
supervlslon, has taught at several lnstitulions abd has written about’C!anadian
phiIosopbers for CBCStereo’s Ideas.
Their welcome effort. the product of
nearly IO years’ labour, will form a” indispensable part of any serious Cana-
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A plonearlng book thcd provider
pmllles of the bmadcosllng.
publishing. record and Rim
lndusties and examines the kq
pollc~ Issues facing each.
$12.95
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John Watson, George Blawett. George
(Mawnillan) will search in vain. Fewer
philosophy in the sense that CarteBrett. and John Irving. Of these,
than half have so much as a single book
sianism is “French” philosophy, or
Watson is by far the major figure and . surviving in print. Since part of the
Absolute Idealism “German” pbilothe only one to whom two chapters are
meaning of a body of work lies in what
sophy. Armour’s falled attempt to force
people subszquently make of it, the muc
devoted: the dominant prewnce at
this reJation, however, prover that the
Queen’s University for more than 50
ings of these gentlemen cannot reasonbook’s value lies in its historloal conttiably be held to constitute “Canadian”
years from 1372, he was ultimately Gifbution rather than its philosophizing. 0
ford lecturer and a” important influence
in the formation of the United Church
of Canada. Another unduly “@cted
Queen’s professor was Murray, a social
and labour theorist and feminist before
his time. to a” extent that nearly cost
him his job. Several of the thinkers are
hV?YZ’?VIEW
,
.w--.--L..:,
notable for their achievements in other
&Ids: Young, for example.,played a role
‘It stems from my chikbood. says Peter CoIlev.
in establishing the Ontario high school
system. rhile Harold Innis made hi
who has killeh thousandsvon &age. !I can -_
mark us a” economist and historian.
intrigue
people or scare the hell out of them’
Irving is justly celebrated Y creator of
the University of Toronto’s traditional
excellence in the history of philosophy.
By DONALD MARTIN
While the book is indispensable, it is
not unflawed. The. ‘lphilosophical
federaliun” the& depends on successful
delineation and subsequent blending of
dpcumeutary dramas with a bit of cornPETER COLLEY was born in Scarborough,
a number of elements, two of which am
edy throw” in. mainly because I had
Bnglmd, in 1949, and came to Canada
an acceptable general notion of the
seen the birth of docu-drama in
in 1972 to study geography at the Uniphilosophical enterprise itself and a conBngland, and it was really popular. I was
versity of Western Ontario in London,
vincing analysis of the interrelation supOut. While them, he worked for a local
fascinated by the style. My mentor was
posed to exist between thinker and the
actually Alla” Cullen, who wrote The
theatri$al group, Theatre London,
Canadian irultuml environment. Apart
Stir&~
in Sh@eld, a play about the
which pmduced.his tIrst play, TheDonfrom some rather contentious genemlirise of the unions in the late 1880s.That .
ne/&s, In 1974. Among his other plays
zations the latter analysis is entirely
style was firmly hupkmted in my mind
are The War Show [re&led You’// Cef
absent, while the authors’ positivist idea
when I came to Canada. I went to
U$ed lo* I& The Huron Tiger, ‘and a
that philosophy amounts to “the spread
mu&al m&v, The VaudeviUiansS but
Theatre London with such a” idea.
of reason” seems hardly adequate to the
he is best known for his comedy thriller,
Heinar Pillar suggestedI do a play about
first task. Their curious inability to deal
I’ll Be Back Before Midnight, which
the Donnelly% I resisted the idea of dorith Ztlth-century developments except
opened at the Blyth Summer Festival in
ing it because a lot of books had been
in IRh-centmy temts leads than 10 call
1979 and has bad more than 40 pmducout on it. I didn’t realize then that
Nietzsche a “ronmntlc nihilist” and
lions in Canada, the U.S., and Europe.
everyone and his dog was dab a play
Husserlian phenonmnology “a fashionabout it. Eventually, Heinar convinced
able import” (Martin Heidegger is
me it would make a good drama. It was
mentioned only as a” example of how,
interesting how the parallels to C&u’s
“irrationalism” can lead. one astray
play came in . . . dramatic songs and
politically). This unexpected parrowners
music. It was quite a hit ln London.
combines with a familiar truth disclosed
BIG: Were all the hisforicol plays well
by the summaries themselves - namely,
i+
received?
that the work of Canadian philosophers
only makes sense in the context of EuroVolley: For the most part. I’ve “ever E
pean ideas yld tradition. The detemdnareally had much of a problem with the :
commerciality of my plays. I’ve always 2
tion to show that genuine philosophy
hm sprung from Canadii soil thus
seemed to write plays that were popular
romehow, so much so eat they’ve oE
degenerates into a” artificial unity
I
almost become an albatross around my 2
imposed on monographs whose internal
._.-I.
_
__-I
evidence persistently contradicts this
-neck. You get known as a commercial
P&r
.writer, which I don’t mind - I have
view. That the authors conlinue M
Hen& You Lose, a “pre-quel” set I5
tried to nurture the image that my works
affirm it indicates their nationalist conyears before I’ll Be Back, was performed
do make money. AL’the same tie,
viction that some such organizhtg prim%
at Blyth last summer. “Nobody can
them’s ahvays the image that if li makes
pie is required to justify the investigation
make a living wrldng plays in Canada,”
in the fust place.
money, it’s not art. It may or may not be
Colley was told when he set out to be a
Most of the so-called Canadian phiI+
t&.
From my own perspective, my
playwright. Now a resident of Tomnto,
plays have a lot more crab in them than
sophers turn out to be transplanted
he talked to Donald Martin about hi
Scottish theologians. or idealists of the
art - at this point in my life. I’ll Be
response to that challenge:
Back Before Midnight is a w&crafted
post-Hegelian British type. None enlarged the frontiers of philosophical
Books In Canada: Bflo#a I’ll Be Back
PlaY.
BIG Do you wa”t tb strive toward more
speculation in any radical way. and
Before Midnight, you wrote (1dir/rent
%rlisIic” and meaningtiii plops?
those cishiry to discover their names in
type clfptw. Why?
Colky: Yes. I’ve got soma in the works
the Encyclopedia
o/ Philosophy
Peter Colley: I wrote historical
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right now. The problem is feeling ready
to do them. It’s difliad~ when you don’t
feel philosophically ‘profound, if you
haven’t been through any great traumas
in your life. I’ve a tendency to wonder if
I have enough profundhy Lo say something truly meaningful. I’ve had a very
good life. I did have problems wivith
sibling rivalry, like anyone else, and I do
wish lo do a play about brothers and
rhrir differences.‘1 just don’t want to go
and write pmlentious. “heavy” stuff
about things I don’t understand.
BiCz I~‘i~atmade you UU~ owoy fmm
rhc hisloricai docu-droma and go for
somzddog like 1’11Be Back Before Mid-

night?
C&y: It wasone speciIic experience, at
the Blytb Festival in 1976. I was commit-

sioned to wrhe The Humn Tiger about a local character. It was a good
play: I put a lot into that one. Yet
nobody wanted it. That’s the only play
I’ve ever written that has had only one
production. Nobody seemed to want
historical stuff. I got a sniff of what was
about - I was close Lo becoming quite
bitter about ir. So 1 thought to myself,
silting in my damp basement somewhere
in Toronto, that I have to write myself
out of this rot. I wanted to write soma
thing which no one could turn down
because it was eilher hislorical, or a

drama, or it was too expensive.
BiC: Why did you write d murderthriller when you phumed (Icommemizl
vehicle? Why not IIlove srory?
Collcr: Well, I just love killll people on stage. I’ve killed thousands on SW
so far. II stems back fmm my childhood
- I had the ability to intrigue people or
to scare the hell oiu of than. My twin
brotha and I were always aL odds; he
was stinger, sd he bear me up a Iol. To
get him back, I’d scare him silly. I discovered it was a gobd way of protecting
myself. 1 used to love Friday the 13th at
school in England. It’s still a lot of fun,
like,pulling a prank.
BiC Hove all the srons you’ve so car+
fully crafted inlo I’ll Be Back Before
Midnight been rellrinedproducdon of&r
pmducdon?
Galley: It annoys me somelimes when 1
go to see a production and I d&aver
that many dimcrors just don’t know how
to sc.ax people, to make them jump
right out of their seats. There’s a science
’ to it, you see. So when I wrote Heads
You Lose I decided to make the frights a
little more foolproof, mom basic, bigger. The bIIest disappointmenr about
hating a show done so often is to see just
how badly if can be done when certain
people get their hands on il.
BIG: Why how you t16fyel had I’ll Be
cowme

of the Booker ‘Rim.
TheGmserwdordstistie wry
of Mehdng, a weahhy fndusoialisl oying 10hold on 10his
way 01 life, his familyand his
emotions.
54.95
Winner

Withgreat force and ewnomy,
Gordimer tells the story of a
womanfacinga moral political *
choice after her husband’s
death in p&an.

Before Midnight published?
CoIky: Because I’in still changing the
script. I might want to change something
else two and a half months dotin the
mad. Another very important mason,
however. ls lhar with a successful play,
as soon as you gel it published you’re
sharing all yoor royalties with the publisher. IL casts me 56.00 to photocopy
the script and send it off fo a the&e
company - I authorize them to reproduce their own copies. Say ibat pmducdon brings me royaltim of S2,OOO;
there’d be IO per cent gone to some
publisher. . . and for what? I’ll Be Bock
B.$ore Midnight alone will make me
over SZ4l.000 in myallies this year.
Obviously it’ll gel Lo a point where I’ll
have to have it published, bur not yet.
BiC: IPs been no&d Ihoi there ore
seveml endings 10 1’11Be Bask Before
hfidnight. Why?
colley: After the play was first produced
in 1979 aL Blyth, Ihe respohse was very
positive, but some people suggested the
endbig needed a little work. A little
work. So that win&z, I docidedl as an
exercise - to write a series of alternative
endings. I ended up with four endings.
Them were four theatres producing it
the following summer so I senl Ihe four
endings 10 each company. expecting
rhem to be a consensuson the best endBack

James Bray, an English mtI anlal administrator who. ten
. yas after beingexpelledfrom

a Central African nation is
invitedback to t&e part in rhe
emumy’s independence celebradon.

ing. They each chose ullfferent one. I
could’x insisted on one, but I didn’t
redly know which one I lilted best. I’ve
iinally madethe choice - it’s quite close
to the rerslo” done at the Tarragon in
summer. 1980.
ElC: lt71ydid you write rrpre-quei to f’ll
Ec Back Before Midnight and no1 a
&?i.7Uel?
Cullc~: Because during reh&rssls for i'll
BP/oreMdni~hf actors would

BeBock

silly infatuation much like schoolehiklren go through with their teachers,
but it was heart-wating all the same.
When Hofsess sneers at male writers en
masse, suggesting they cannot “hartsce”d the paltry compulsions of ego and
penis” be can be forgiven e&y enough.
Winter is a lonely time of the.year, especially ln New York, and a journalist
must always remember not to bore snyone. His further sug$wio” that adher-

ahvays ask me. What happened to this
and that? To George’s wife snd son? So
as I spent all this time explaining the’
history of the chamcters I realized I had
another play there. I set it back 15 years,
zmd w&i, the story was in motion. A
very simple process. He& You Lose
did nell at the box oFfice last summer,
even though I felt it was a bit too camp.
I’d like to complete a trilogy, but oddly enough - I’ll .Be Back B&re
Mdnigkl would be at the end. The last
show I write will be somw:here between
Heads You Lose and 1’11Be Back Bdore
dlidni~kl.
CIC ilbuld yaw like 10 wile for my
other medkfm? The sqeen? or 0 novels?
Co@: The option has been pwhased
for r screen version of I’11 Be Back
BeJow Jfidnigkt. I’m very interested in

film and less so in television. TeI&sion
is an anonymous profession of committees. Who are today’s great telwkion
writers? I’m not the kind OFperson who
writes something to be a”o”ymo”s. I
don’t think I could ever write a novel.
You have to write what you I;now. And I
don’t read novels - maybe once every
tc’o years. But I do see plays. Lots of
them. And I see tilms. And I read many,
many scripts. I write instinctively. I’ve
had no wiring training. I think I’d wittw threa or four plays before I had we”
heard or understood the words ‘&‘o&ion” or “denouement.” 0

John Hofsess’s review of Margaret
Awood’s critical prose and The rVew
O.@rd Book of Canadian Verse in
English, edited by Atwood, was a nice
piece to include in your February issue
so close to Valentine’s Day. It’s obvious
from the review Hofsess has a strong
crush on women witers in general and
Awood in particukx. I suspect it’s just a

ence to a particular morality must
literatureis a littleless easy
to find humorous. Book banners and
.tbelr friends in assorted pulpits have
bee” pteachll this line for ye&.
After being so bold as to assert that
women poet! have an almost exclusive
monopoly 0”. social awareness why
didn’t Hofkess quote a fav tines fmm
some of their poems? Them are hmtdreds of good poems by mea and women
in the Oxford anthology, but not one
line was quoted in the review. Does
Hofs&s really like poetry7
Rob& Bady
Kanata. Ont.
precedegood

I have just read Jolt” Hofsess’s review of
The New .O&mi
Verse in Bnglih,

Book 4/ Canadian

and though I fmd It
quite sensible, I would like to add two
further points. Number one .is that
Hofsess, probably like most readers,
assumes Margaret Atwood has actually
rwd the entire works of. each poet
anthologized. Hence, he can state that
Robin Skelton’s “lifetime output” is
“boiled down to three entries.” This
“my well be tr”e, but o”ly maybe. Having attended a reading at the University
of Toronto to launch the book, I offer
the following example of how, perhaps,
-thll book is not all it appears to be.
Upon introducing Roo Borson.
Atwood offered the usual wellmannered praise that such an occaston

requires, the” went on to say that she
tho”ght Borson’s collection. A Sad
Device, was a wonderful “fIrat book.”
The subsequent blush on Atwood’s face
when Botson stepped up to the podium
was the result of Borson informing
Atwood, quicklyand discreetly. that this
was not her first book. Indeed; by my

count, them am three others - Landjiiil, In the Smoky Light af the Fields,
and Rcrln. Surely if one were going to in-

clude a new poet in such a” anthology,
one that Atwood Is betting her money on
to produce a few liter- chestnuts, as
she herself has said, one would glanw
through a. poet’s complete works (only
fowl) or, at least, read the back cover of
.
A Sad Device where the other previous
books are mentioned. Yes. in thll particular 6a.w. it may be a small omission
on Atwood’s part - but it Is a telliw
one.
Point number two is mom prediftable: namely, the poets who were not included in this anthology. Mac&an’s has
already mentioned George MeWhitter.
It seems to me that Books in Canada
.could provide a wonderful forum for
readers to list other candidates. Maybe
you could keep a List or survey to see
who wins the most mentions and send it
on to Atwood, who no doubt anticipates
I
some protesu.
My own nominees: George Amabile
- one of the handful of Canadian poets
who has published not only in the best
CanLit mags but the best American
mags (Poc~ry. New Yorkers among
others) as well; Leona Gom - a poet
whose gifts are.,still gmwiog, deepening
at a thrilling rate; Joy Kogawa - her
book A Choice of Dreams speaks for .
itself; and Erin MO& - why this fine
poet and fellow Anansi compatriot
wasn’t included is a mystery. Luckily,
the Governor General’s committee
thought betler of ha than Ahvood when
they nominated MO& (along with
rofrve
and Ondaa~e) for her first
Jacquie Coulso”
Toronto
vvinsome...
.
.I suspecr I may be speakins for a lot of
readers when I say I always e”joy I.M.
Owen’s reviews. I tind him btfoimative.,
quietly insightful, reasonable io hii
judgements. entertaining, and tmstworthy fmm a consumer’s point of
view. If he can’t be enticed into doing
mom reviews for you, perhaps he cao be

held up as a model for other reviewers.
Or maybe both.
David McFadden
Toronto
. . . LoSt?&ome
After reading I.M. OWM’Sexceptionally

stupid aside on Joseph Conrad in his
review of Josef Skvomcky’s The Swell
Season (“Though Skvoncky is a pmfessor of EngIllh at the Uniwrslty of
Toronto, he wisely continuer to nrrite in
his native language. How ofte” I’ve
wished that Josiph Conrad had fol-

lowed this sensible worse.“), may I saggest you assign him works to review
v:herc his obvious talents would be more
aptly squandered. I think the novels of
Barbara Cartland might present a”
appropriate challenge -to his obvious
abilities.
It should also be oointed out that
Own’s remark, though purposely intended to slander Conrad. demeans
Skvorecky as wll with the implicit sagpestion that emi@ should be deterred
from writing in any language other than
their mother tongue. The arrogance
inherent lo such a” attitude indicates a
literary and linguistic xenophobia that is
reminded theie are still some among us
who prefer the comfort of the Eolonial
mind to the probing and troubling
uncertainty of their own.
Bradford Robinson
Cornox, B.C.
IX. Own replies: It’s an interesting
point, vzhich is why I raised it. My opinion is that Conrad’s style ls often more
potnpous and stilted than he intended,
and that he would have been an oven
greater novelist if he had written in the
kmgoage he knew best. I’m aware that
there’s another opinion, and (unlike
some) I don’t dismiss those who disagree
rith me as “ecessatily stupid. I’m also
avxue that there are exceptions to my
general rule: notably. in this country,
George Jonas in English and Naim Rattan in French. And I sometimes wonder
if it’s si,gdficant that their native
laosoagcs “re not Indo-European. As an
occasional translator from French to
English I’m acutely w”scioos of the
traps set by the basic similarities of the
wo languages.
By the v:ay, since Bradford Robinson
considers me incompetent
to review
tmybody higher than Barbara Cartland,
I presume he doesn’t share my admiratlo” for Josef Skvorec&. Well, that’s
his tight. I don’t share his evident passlo” for unanimity.

dead. The prjze is $2.5, and the deadline
ls May I. Address: CanWit No. 82.
Bo& in Canada, 366 Adelaide Street
Bast, Toronto MSA 3X9.

in Canada: The Lczt lWy Yeas, but
that was out of a love of the distinction
of Canadian writing, and its conclusion
evolved on the side of God, that a poem
is a porn and not a statistic.
Would you please deny further access
to your pages of that moronic critic
Christopher Levenson who finds my
Gmdations of Grandeur statistically
constipated.
Ralph Chtstafso”
North Hatley. Que.
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U&T NONIWS Books in Canada carried
a review of Robert Zend’s “drop
poems,” in which he divides the letters
of people’s names into two lines in order
to comment on their personalities. (His
remark on Joe Clark is reprinted above).
Contestants
are invited to compose
similar comments - positive or negative
- on well-known Canadians, living or

ResuRs of CanVi’it No. $0
OUR ttapt~as~ for new euphemisms produced a baffling army of bureaucratic
obfuscation, much of it, unfortunately,
draw” from everyday “sage. The winner
is Stephen Elliott of Peterborough,
Ont., for a lilt that includes:
0 Unrealizable fiscal disequilibrium: I
balarued budaet
0 Expected fiscal disequilibrium:
a
budgetary dcflclt
0 Uni-mlc familial unit: single-parem
familv
q Interoccupational remuneration: usemploymen cheque
0 Post-wxupstionrrl remuneration: welfare
cheque
0 Contmvasirl anatomical remxsemations:
wnogrsphy
0 Post-wital contraceptive: abonion
0 Trade mission: espccirlly well-timed
buslnsss holiday taken by s politiclao
0 Uncemainable intrinsic ndiation supertluiy: m~kar meltdown
Iionourabk
mentions:
0 Terminal child-care: abortion
0 society norms enforcer: pellceman

More pocw
to your essayist Paul
Stuewe (Febtnary)
who says thing0
about the state of criticism in Canada
thot Ott&t to be said: that Northrop
Fyre’s theoretical stance about Canadkm “literature”
ls flawed and that
Margaret Atwood’s conclusions
are
nonsense; that the legitimate mode of
literary analysis is the traditional one,
the mode that bases its judge”x”t on
‘Lstyliics. fidelity to reality, or richness
of imaginative invention.” I dwv some
l&o this crlticaluea
in my &say in the
University of Toronto Press’s The Arts
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q Vcrb~l idfelicIty: lie
q Bcwccn coreem:unemployed
0 Cormic rcorderII6: nuclearfxplorion
q Tcmponry pmonality change:drunk
0 Industrial action: strike
- Barry Baldwin, Calgary
0 Hexing bandicapptd:deaf
I3 Poltiadre exe unil: ward for the dyiu
q Terminally ill: derxd
•i Inner CRY:rlum
- Andrew 0. Gann. Sackville, N.B.

hs repot~tion’ar one of the most accomplished peels in the country. Wilh their
repablicadon in P sInJe volume, a new
generalIon of readersan experienecher
power of perceplion, which penelralca
appwnlly discretefacts and arriveaal the
lranffenilenla, nature of reality.

BOOkSRE4BWD

THE EDITORS RECOMMEh’D

THE FOLLOWING
Canadian books have
ban received by Books in Canada in
recent week.%Inclusion in this list does

THE TDUOII’INO Canadian books were
reviwed in the previous issue of Books
in Canada. Our recommendations don’t
necerruily reflect the reviews:

not preclude a review or notice in a
future issue:

NON-FICTION
For 9cnlces Rendered:LeslieJamesBennett
und the DCMP SecurllyServke. by John
Swalrky, Doubleday. As P” oblectire,
cshouaive reporter, Sawatsky leaves the
conclurionsup to the reader,but hiswinloadon of the counluupion;ye cds0 lbat
led to the “mtiremmt” of Leslie lames
Bcnneu - lhe Welsh-born civilian who
wnsforced out of lhe RCMP Sexily Service in 1972 - slmn9Iy su~geslslhat Bennett 90, o bad deal.

POETRY
K’iiuer 5uniThe DumbfoundIn& by Mar9c,wt Avison. McClelland de Slewan.
Airrw Sw (1960). Avison’s first book of

poerty. won a GovernorGeneral’sAward.
and The Dum&unding (1966) eslabllshed

Classlfled
rates: $6 per line (40
characters to the Ilna). DeadlIne: fIrsI of
the month for issue ‘dated following
month. Address: Book In Canada Class.
ifled, 366 Adelaide Street East, Toronto
M5A 3X9. Phone: (416) 363.6426.
FOR ANTIQUE MAPS and prints of
Canada and ragIons write for illustrated
catalogue (free): North.byWaSt, BOX
11636. Edmonton Maln P.O. T5J SK7.
OLD AND RARE BOOKS. Canadlana
catalogues. Heritage Books, 3438 6 St.
S.W.. Calgary, Alberta T2S 2M4.
PUBLICIST WANTED with good oOnneO
tlons. publlshlng exparlenca and a COoperative splrlt (thls means you have to
help nith the oataloguas tool) Call
Andrea Howell at Collier Maomlllan (416)
45S.6030.
USED LAW BOOKS. 30 day free axamination. Wrlte J.L. Heath, 33 Isabella Si.
11Zlg9.Toronto M4Y 2P7.922.0849.
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TWO SOLITUDES
An outsider’s view of Quebec literature
By A lberro Manguel

FIGHTING

WORDS

An interview with Liandre Bergeron
Bv Daniel Francis

THE NATIONAL

DREAM

I.M. Owen on the social history of Quebec
Plus reviews of new spring books by Margaret Afwood,
Paul Quarrington. Leon Rooke, and much, much more

Available in better
bookstores everywhere
or delivered directly
to your home.
Ten times a year.
Shouldn’t you subscribe now?
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Postal code
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SUBSCRIPTION
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Congratulates
author of

SHOELESS

JOE

Winner

of the

BOOKSIN
Award
for First Novels
1982
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